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Probing the Local Effects of Magnetic Impurities
on Superconductivity

Ali Yazdani,* B. A. Jones, C. P. Lutz, M. F. Crommie,†
D. M. Eigler

The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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magnetic impurity (16).
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The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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the local behavior of a superconductor near a
magnetic impurity (16).
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-

V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,
Department of Physics, Boston University, 590 Com-
monwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, USA.
N. S. Wingreen, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.

Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Probing the Local Effects of Magnetic Impurities
on Superconductivity

Ali Yazdani,* B. A. Jones, C. P. Lutz, M. F. Crommie,†
D. M. Eigler

The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-
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Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-
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Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-

V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,
Department of Physics, Boston University, 590 Com-
monwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, USA.
N. S. Wingreen, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.

Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-
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Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Figure 3. Simulation of the 4f spectral function A0(!) of a single
magnetic impurity of cerium [5]. The singly occupied 4f1 state lies
below the Fermi energy at "f and is broadened by # due to
hybridization with the conduction electron gas of the host. The
Coulomb repulsion U separates the unoccupied 4f2 state from the 4f1

state. The Kondo resonance occurs at approximately EF and has a
half-width at half-maximum of kBTK. Parameters used for the
calculation after [9]: "F = !2 eV, U = 5 eV and # = 0.34 eV.

Figure 4. Set of curves calculated with the normalized Fano
equation (5) for different q values. At q = 0 a Lorentzian dip is
detected which corresponds to mainly direct tunneling. In the limit of
large q a Lorentzian peak is formed corresponding to mainly indirect
tunneling (see equation (6)). Intermediate values of q result in an
S-like curve. All curves are shifted with respect to each other for
clarity.

with EK as the position and $ as the half-width at half-
maximum of the obtained curve. The lineshape of the curve
described by equation (3) is determined by the form factor
q which results for q " # in a Lorentzian peak and for
q = 0 in a Lorentzian dip. The resulting lineshapes for a few
intermediate q values are shown in figure 4.

Following a suggestion by Lutz, the appearance of a Fano
lineshape in tunneling spectra of Kondo systems is easily
understood by drawing a classical analogy in which the many-
electron Kondo resonance around EF is described by a weakly
damped harmonic oscillator. The transfer function of this

Figure 5. Kondo resonance measured on a single Co adatom on
Ag(100) (lower curve) in comparison to the spectrum of the bare
Ag(100) (upper curve) [5]. The data were obtained with a PtIr tip.
The smooth curve (red) is a Fano fit to the lower curve with the best
fit parameters of q = 0.60 ± 0.05, $ = 8 ± 1 meV and
EK = 3 ± 2 meV. Tunneling parameters before opening the feedback
loop: VT = !46 mV, IT = 0.5 nA, Vmod = 1 mV, T = 4.7 K.

Figure 6. Kondo resonance measured on a single Co adatom on
Cu(111) with an Ir tip and the corresponding Fano fit (smooth red
curve) [5]. Tunneling parameters before opening the feedback loop:
VT = !20 mV, IT = 0.5 nA, Vmod = 0.28 mV at a base temperature
of T = 1.2 K. The parameters of the fit are given in the figure.

oscillator t2, which is the ratio of response to a drive amplitude,
is t2 = 1/(1 + i"). Here " is defined as in equation (4) and
|t2|2 = 1/(1 + "2) is the Lorentzian of the resonance. Now we
add a constant to describe the direct tunneling of path 1. We
will use without any restrictions t1 = !1/(1!iq). STS detects
the absolute square of the sum of t1 and t2, which is indeed the
Fano equation (3):

|t1 + t2|2 =
!!!!!

1
1 ! iq

+ 1
1 + i"

!!!!
2

= 1
1 + q2

(q + ")2

1 + "2
. (5)

The form factor q is given by the ratio between the direct
and the indirect tunneling process at the resonance energy

4

5'6( ≈ 5.8 meV *& ≈ 6.5 meV 2 ≈ 0.6

6( ≈ 70 K

Fano-resonance:

Co/Au(111)
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Probing the Local Effects of Magnetic Impurities
on Superconductivity

Ali Yazdani,* B. A. Jones, C. P. Lutz, M. F. Crommie,†
D. M. Eigler

The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-

V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,
Department of Physics, Boston University, 590 Com-
monwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, USA.
N. S. Wingreen, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.

Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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R!ε" # R0(ε)
(q $ ε%)2

1 $ ε%2 , ε% #
ε & ε0

'⁄2
(1)

Here ε0 is the energy of the discrete state, '
is the width of the resonance, R0(ε) is the
transition rate as it would be in the absence
of the discrete state, and q is the ratio of the
matrix elements linking the initial state to
the discrete and continuum parts of the
final state. We find that Fano’s result can be
generalized to an interacting resonant level
(for U ( 0) (21). The transition rate is still
described by Eq. 1, but the energy parame-
ter ε% is now given by

ε% #
ε & ε0 & Re)*!ε"+

Im[*(ε)] (2)

Here ,(ε) is the full self-energy of the
resonant level including both interactions
and coupling to the continuum. In the non-
interacting case, of course, Eq. 2 simply
reproduces Fano’s results. With interac-
tions, both the real and imaginary parts of
the self-energy may be complicated func-
tions of ε. However, near the Kondo reso-
nance at EF (for temperatures less than TK),
one finds (22)

Im)*!ε"+ # '⁄2,

ε & ε0 & Re)*!ε"+ #
!ε & -"'

2kBTK
(3)

so that the simple Fano line shape continues
to apply but with an overall width given by
.E # 2kBTK (' is the width of the bare d
resonance and - is a constant). The dashed
curve in Fig. 2 shows a fit of Eqs. 1 to 3 to the
spectrum obtained while the STM tip is held
over the center of a Co atom. An excellent
fit is obtained for the values kBTK # 5.5
meV, - # 4.5 meV, and q # 0.7. Measure-
ments taken on nine different Co atoms with
four different tips (18) yield the average
values kBTK # 5.8 / 0.7 meV, - # 6.5
/ 1.3 meV, and q # 0.6 / 0.1 (the param-
eters vary slightly depending on the condi-
tion of the tip and the position of the atom
on the surface).

The fit to Eq. 1 reveals that the Kondo
temperature for a Co atom on Au(111) is
70 K, confirming that the measurements
were made in the T 0 TK limit. This value
of TK is much lower than values quoted for
Co impurities in bulk Au, which range
from 300 to 700 K (3, 9, 10). The lower
surface TK value is not surprising because
Co impurities in the bulk have more
neighboring atoms, thus increasing the
overlap of the d orbital with conduction-
band states and leading to a wider Kondo
resonance. The value obtained here for
surface TK is, however, somewhat greater
than the value of 19 K measured for Co on

Au through use of a weak localization-
based technique (11). One possible reason
for the discrepancy is that Co was depos-
ited onto disordered films for the weak
localization measurements, as opposed to
the oriented crystal used here.

An alternative explanation for the reso-
nance shown in Fig. 2 is that it is not a
Kondo resonance but is due to tunneling
into a “bare” d resonance that happens to
lie at EF. We believe that this is not the
case for two reasons. (i) Photoemission re-
sults imply that the 3d state of Co deposited
onto Au(111) does not lie right at EF, but
rather 0.8 eV below it (23). (ii) The width
of the resonance observed here (only 11
meV) is much narrower than the typical
width of a bare d resonance. A d resonance
usually measures hundreds of millielectron
volts in width (3, 24–26) [even for an ad-
sorbate (17, 27)], whereas the Kondo reso-
nance, a collective effect, is expected to
have a much narrower width (on the order
of kBTK).

The spatial dependence of the dI/dV
spectra measured across a single Co atom
shows that the asymmetry parameter, q, de-
creases as the tip moves outward from the
center of an atom. At a position of &4 Å
(below center), q has decreased from the
maximum central value of q # 0.7 to a
value of only q # 0.1. This can be inter-
preted as meaning that the tunnel matrix
element connecting the STM tip to the
d-orbital channel decreases as the tip moves
away from the atom’s center, whereas the
matrix element connecting the tip to the
continuum channel stays roughly constant.
The spatial dependence of the line shape
asymmetry thus reflects the spatial extent of
the Co d orbital. The overall decrease in the
amplitude of the resonance as the tip moves
even further out is likely due to increased
coupling of the STM tip to continuum
states with higher angular momentum
(about the impurity) that do not couple to
the d orbital.

In conclusion, a narrow spectroscopic
feature associated with individual Co atoms
on Au is identified as the Kondo resonance
in the low-temperature limit (T 0 TK). The
asymmetric line shape of this feature is un-
derstood as a Fano resonance for an inter-
acting discrete state coupled to a continu-
um. To further characterize the resonance it
would be useful to perform similar spectro-
scopic measurements at higher tempera-
tures, as well as in an applied magnetic
field. At temperatures above TK, for exam-
ple, the Kondo resonance is predicted to
disappear, while a magnetic field should
split the resonance by the Zeeman energy
(2). Such measurements open up new pos-
sibilities for probing magnetic nanostruc-
tures with the STM.

Note added in proof: Since the submission
of this manuscript, we have become aware
of a similar observation for Ce atoms on
Ag(111) (28).
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Single-Molecule Vibrational Spectroscopy
and Microscopy

B. C. Stipe, M. A. Rezaei, W. Ho*

Vibrational spectra for a single molecule adsorbed on a solid surface have been obtained
with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Inelastic electron tunneling spectra for an
isolated acetylene (C2H2) molecule adsorbed on the copper (100) surface showed an
increase in the tunneling conductance at 358 millivolts, resulting from excitation of the
C-H stretch mode. An isotopic shift to 266 millivolts was observed for deuterated
acetylene (C2D2). Vibrational microscopy from spatial imaging of the inelastic tunneling
channels yielded additional data to further distinguish and characterize the two isotopes.
Single-molecule vibrational analysis should lead to better understanding and control of
surface chemistry at the atomic level.

Vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful tool
for the analysis of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces. Knowledge of the active vibration-
al modes of a molecule, as well as the vi-
brational energies, can lead to an under-
standing of its adsorption site, orientation,
and changes in bonding upon adsorption.
This understanding is necessary for the elu-
cidation of surface phenomena and for
technologically important processes such
as heterogeneous catalysis and epitaxial
growth. Vibrational spectra are also “finger-
prints” of adsorbed molecules and can be
used for chemical identification.

In 1966 it was discovered that vibration-
al spectra can be obtained from molecules
adsorbed at the buried metal-oxide inter-
face of a metal-oxide-metal tunneling junc-
tion (1). In that experiment, the tunneling
current I was measured as a function of
voltage V across the junction. Small, sharp
increases in the ac tunneling conductance,
dI/dV, were observed when the energy of
the tunneling electrons reached the energy
of a vibrational mode for molecules in the
junction. This increase is the result of elec-
trons losing their energies to the vibrational
mode, giving rise to an inelastic tunneling
channel, which is forbidden when tunnel-
ing electrons have energies below the quan-
tized vibrational energy. In the experiment,
a peak at each vibrational energy was ob-
served in d2I/dV2. This method, known as
inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
(IETS), has been applied to a wide range of
systems and has led to a better understand-
ing of molecules in the adsorbed state (2).
However, IETS has a major drawback: Mol-
ecules are buried within the junction in a
complex environment that is difficult to
characterize. For this reason, IETS is not as
broadly applicable as electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) and infrared spectros-
copy, which can be performed on exposed,
well-ordered surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV). However, IETS is about 10 times
as sensitive as these other techniques (3); as
few as 109 molecules are needed within the
junction to give a useful spectrum (4).

Here, we used a UHV scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (STM) to extend the IETS
method to a single molecule. In this ar-
rangement, the metal-oxide-metal tunnel
junction is replaced by the STM tunnel
junction: a sharp metal tip, a vacuum gap
of several angstroms, and a surface with
the adsorbed molecules. The STM is ca-
pable of imaging surfaces with atomic res-
olution, and therefore the molecule’s
bonding environment with respect to an
ordered surface can be determined precise-
ly. By probing individual molecules, it
should be possible to explore how vibra-
tional properties are affected by neighbor-
ing coadsorbed species or surface defects.
It is widely believed that such local effects
play a critical role in surface chemistry.
The combination of atomic resolution and
vibrational spectroscopy also allows the
creation of atomic-scale spatial images of
the inelastic tunneling channel for each
vibrational mode, in a manner similar to
that used to map out the electronic den-
sity of states with the STM (5). Thus,
individual adsorbed molecules can be
identified by their vibrational spectra and
inelastic images. In contrast, identifica-
tion and characterization by electronic
spectroscopy is problematic for two rea-
sons: considerable broadening and shifting
of the electronic energy levels occurs upon
adsorption, and the adsorbed molecule’s
spectrum becomes convolved with the
STM tip’s electronic spectrum.

The possibility of vibrational spectrosco-
py with the STM was apparent soon after its
invention. Theoretical estimates of the
maximum changes in the ac conductance
across the vibrational excitations ranged

from 1 to 10% (6–9). An experiment prob-
ing the ac conductance over a cluster of
sorbic molecules on graphite at 4 K reported
extremely large (up to 1000%) jumps,
which were attributed to characteristic vi-
brations of the molecules (10). However,
no reproducible spectra were obtained be-
cause of diffusion events (molecules jump-
ing) during the experiment. It is also possi-
ble that these diffusion events were respon-
sible for some of the spectral features seen.
In another experiment, a microscopic tun-
nel junction was created by adjusting the
pressure between two crossed wires coated
with a thin film (11). Two peaks were
observed in d2I/dV2 at bias voltages of 359
and 173 mV; these were assigned to the
C-H stretch and bending vibrations of hy-
drocarbon contaminants, respectively. These
results demonstrated that IETS could be
achieved in a microscopic tunneling junc-
tion. Vibrational spectroscopy with the
STM has proved difficult because of the
extreme mechanical stability necessary to
observe small changes in tunneling conduc-
tance. For example, the physics of tunnel-
ing dictates a tunneling gap stability of
!0.01 Å to keep the conductance stable to
within 2%.

Details of our homemade STM and ex-
perimental setup have been described else-
where (12). The STM tip and Cu(100)
sample were prepared and cooled to 8 K
(13). The surface was dosed with acetylene
until a coverage of !0.001 monolayer was
observed on the surface with the STM. If
desired, the surface was subsequently dosed
with deuterated acetylene to the same cov-
erage. Although the identity of the isotopes
was known by comparing images before and
after each dose, they were not distinguish-
able in the constant-current STM images.

A definitive determination of the ad-
sorption site and orientation of acetylene
on Cu(100) has not been reported to date,
although the C-C bond is known to be
parallel to the surface (14). Considerable
rehybridization of the molecule occurs upon
adsorption, leading to a lengthening of the
C-C bond (14) and a concomitant tilting of
the C-H bond away from the surface (15).
The atomically resolved STM images (Fig.
1) indicate that the molecule is adsorbed on
the hollow sites of the surface, with the
plane of the molecule across the diagonal of
the square formed by four Cu atoms. This is
consistent with one of two proposed adsorp-
tion sites, as determined from EELS data
(16), and with the proposed site for acety-
lene on Ni(100) (17). There are two equiv-
alent adsorption sites rotated 90° from each
other. The reversible rotation of the mole-
cule between these two orientations can be
induced by the tunneling current. There-
fore, it is desirable to position the tip over
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the C-H peak of 11.8% was measured for
one sharp tip. The peak was observed for
every tip used, and spectra were reproduc-
ible for a given tip. The peak position re-
mained the same to within 1 mV even
when the tunneling current was increased
by a factor of 10. Spectra measured with
negative bias voltages showed the expected
negative peak at –358 mV. Therefore, no
electric field–dependent peak shifts have
been measured.

The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the d2I/dV2 vibrational peak is
given by V ! [(1.7Vm)2 " (5.4kT/e)2

" W2]1/2, where Vm is the modulation volt-
age, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is tem-
perature, and W is the intrinsic width (2).
Typical values of the FWHM for the 358-
mV peak obtained at modulation voltages
of 20, 10, 5, and 2 mV are 34, 17, 12, and 10
mV, respectively. Comparison with the
above formula suggests an intrinsic width of

#8 mV, larger than is typically seen in
macroscopic IETS.

Isotopic substitution is a powerful tool
for vibrational analysis. The C-H stretch at
358 mV was observed to shift to 266 mV for
C2D2 (Fig. 3). These values are in close
agreement with those obtained by EELS:
357, 360, and 362 meV for the C-H stretch
of C2H2 on Cu(100) (16), Cu(110) (19),
and Cu(111) (20), respectively; 272 and
270 meV for the C-D stretch of C2D2 on
Cu(110) (19) and Cu(111) (20), respec-
tively. Changes in ac tunneling conduc-
tance were typically #30% lower for the
C-D stretch relative to the C-H stretch.
Other vibrational modes of adsorbed acety-
lene, such as the bending modes, were not
observed. The prominence of the C-H
stretch mode has also been observed in the
macroscopic (1, 2) and microscopic (11)
IETS measurements.

The ability to spectroscopically identify
molecules with the STM makes it possible
to implement chemically sensitive micros-
copy. Vibrational imaging of the adsorbed
molecule was obtained while scanning the
tip in constant-current mode to record the
surface topography. At each data point,
the feedback was turned off and the bias
modulation turned on to record dI/dV and
d2I/dV2. This procedure resulted in three
images of the same area. As expected, no
contrast was observed in a constant-cur-
rent image of both acetylene isotopes (Fig.
4A). When the dc bias voltage was fixed
at 358 mV, only one of the two molecules
was revealed in the image constructed
from the d2I/dV2 signal (Fig. 4B). By
changing the dc bias voltage to 266 mV,
the other molecule was imaged (Fig. 4C).
Two small identical depressions observed
at 311 mV (Fig. 4D) were attributed to the

change in the electronic density of states
on the sites of the two molecules. The
spatial extent of the inelastic tunneling
channels appears to be at least as narrow
as the constant-current molecular image.

For sharp tips, values of $%/% of up to
12% and 9% have been measured for the
C-H and C-D stretch peaks, respectively.
This is considerably larger than the values
obtained in conventional IETS. The dipole
scattering approximation usually used to
model IETS spectra yielded theoretical es-
timates of $%/% in STM-IETS on the order
of 1% (6, 7). It has been suggested, howev-
er, that the dipole scattering approximation
may not be valid for the molecular-sized
tunneling gaps in the STM, and that reso-
nance and impact scattering may lead to
enhancement in $%/% by a factor of #10
(8, 9). The size of the observed peaks, the
spatial extent of the inelastic channels, and
the strong tip dependence are consistent
with the resonance scattering mechanism.
The relatively large intrinsic peak width
may also be a result of the resonant tunnel-
ing mechanism.

Vibrational spectroscopy at the single-
molecule level opens new avenues of re-
search, both experimental and theoretical.
The extension of our work to other func-
tional groups should allow the characteriza-
tion of small molecules in more complex
environments, as well as the analysis of
larger molecules of chemical and biological
interest. It may soon be possible to use
single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy
and microscopy to determine the identity
and arrangement of functional groups with-
in a single molecule and to study its chem-
ical transformation.
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Probing the Local Effects of Magnetic Impurities
on Superconductivity

Ali Yazdani,* B. A. Jones, C. P. Lutz, M. F. Crommie,†
D. M. Eigler

The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-

V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,
Department of Physics, Boston University, 590 Com-
monwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, USA.
N. S. Wingreen, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.

Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Single-Atom Spin-Flip
Spectroscopy

A. J. Heinrich,* J. A. Gupta, C. P. Lutz, D. M. Eigler

We demonstrate the ability to measure the energy required to flip the spin of
single adsorbed atoms. A low-temperature, high–magnetic field scanning
tunneling microscope was used to measure the spin excitation spectra of
individual manganese atoms adsorbed on Al2O3 islands on a NiAl surface. We
find pronounced variations of the spin-flip spectra for manganese atoms in
different local environments.

The magnetic properties of nanometer-scale
structures are of fundamental interest and may
play a role in future technologies, including
classical and quantum computation. Such mag-

netic structures are composed of magnetic
atoms in precise arrangements. The magnetic
properties of each atom are profoundly influ-
enced by its local environment. Magnetic
properties of atoms in a solid can be probed by
placing the atoms in tunnel junctions. Early
experiments with planar metal-oxide-metal
tunnel junctions doped with paramagnetic
impurities exhibited surprisingly complex con-

ductance spectra described as Bzero-bias anom-
alies[ (1–4). Such anomalies were shown to
reflect both spin-flips driven by inelastic
electron scattering and Kondo interactions of
magnetic impurities with tunneling electrons
(5–7). Single, albeit unknown, magnetic im-
purities were later studied in nanoscopic tunnel
junctions (8, 9). Recently, magnetic properties
of single-molecule transistors that incorporated
either one or two magnetic atoms were probed
by means of their elastic conductance spectra
(10, 11). These measurements determined g
values and showed field-split Kondo reso-
nances due to the embedded magnetic atoms.

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
offers the ability to study single magnetic
moments in a precisely characterized local
environment and to probe the variations in
magnetic properties with atomic-scale spatial
resolution. Previous STM studies of atomic-
scale magnetism include Kondo resonances of
magnetic atoms on metal surfaces (12, 13), in-
creased noise at the Larmor frequency (14, 15),
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Single-Molecule Vibrational Spectroscopy
and Microscopy

B. C. Stipe, M. A. Rezaei, W. Ho*

Vibrational spectra for a single molecule adsorbed on a solid surface have been obtained
with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Inelastic electron tunneling spectra for an
isolated acetylene (C2H2) molecule adsorbed on the copper (100) surface showed an
increase in the tunneling conductance at 358 millivolts, resulting from excitation of the
C-H stretch mode. An isotopic shift to 266 millivolts was observed for deuterated
acetylene (C2D2). Vibrational microscopy from spatial imaging of the inelastic tunneling
channels yielded additional data to further distinguish and characterize the two isotopes.
Single-molecule vibrational analysis should lead to better understanding and control of
surface chemistry at the atomic level.

Vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful tool
for the analysis of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces. Knowledge of the active vibration-
al modes of a molecule, as well as the vi-
brational energies, can lead to an under-
standing of its adsorption site, orientation,
and changes in bonding upon adsorption.
This understanding is necessary for the elu-
cidation of surface phenomena and for
technologically important processes such
as heterogeneous catalysis and epitaxial
growth. Vibrational spectra are also “finger-
prints” of adsorbed molecules and can be
used for chemical identification.

In 1966 it was discovered that vibration-
al spectra can be obtained from molecules
adsorbed at the buried metal-oxide inter-
face of a metal-oxide-metal tunneling junc-
tion (1). In that experiment, the tunneling
current I was measured as a function of
voltage V across the junction. Small, sharp
increases in the ac tunneling conductance,
dI/dV, were observed when the energy of
the tunneling electrons reached the energy
of a vibrational mode for molecules in the
junction. This increase is the result of elec-
trons losing their energies to the vibrational
mode, giving rise to an inelastic tunneling
channel, which is forbidden when tunnel-
ing electrons have energies below the quan-
tized vibrational energy. In the experiment,
a peak at each vibrational energy was ob-
served in d2I/dV2. This method, known as
inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
(IETS), has been applied to a wide range of
systems and has led to a better understand-
ing of molecules in the adsorbed state (2).
However, IETS has a major drawback: Mol-
ecules are buried within the junction in a
complex environment that is difficult to
characterize. For this reason, IETS is not as
broadly applicable as electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) and infrared spectros-
copy, which can be performed on exposed,
well-ordered surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV). However, IETS is about 10 times
as sensitive as these other techniques (3); as
few as 109 molecules are needed within the
junction to give a useful spectrum (4).

Here, we used a UHV scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (STM) to extend the IETS
method to a single molecule. In this ar-
rangement, the metal-oxide-metal tunnel
junction is replaced by the STM tunnel
junction: a sharp metal tip, a vacuum gap
of several angstroms, and a surface with
the adsorbed molecules. The STM is ca-
pable of imaging surfaces with atomic res-
olution, and therefore the molecule’s
bonding environment with respect to an
ordered surface can be determined precise-
ly. By probing individual molecules, it
should be possible to explore how vibra-
tional properties are affected by neighbor-
ing coadsorbed species or surface defects.
It is widely believed that such local effects
play a critical role in surface chemistry.
The combination of atomic resolution and
vibrational spectroscopy also allows the
creation of atomic-scale spatial images of
the inelastic tunneling channel for each
vibrational mode, in a manner similar to
that used to map out the electronic den-
sity of states with the STM (5). Thus,
individual adsorbed molecules can be
identified by their vibrational spectra and
inelastic images. In contrast, identifica-
tion and characterization by electronic
spectroscopy is problematic for two rea-
sons: considerable broadening and shifting
of the electronic energy levels occurs upon
adsorption, and the adsorbed molecule’s
spectrum becomes convolved with the
STM tip’s electronic spectrum.

The possibility of vibrational spectrosco-
py with the STM was apparent soon after its
invention. Theoretical estimates of the
maximum changes in the ac conductance
across the vibrational excitations ranged

from 1 to 10% (6–9). An experiment prob-
ing the ac conductance over a cluster of
sorbic molecules on graphite at 4 K reported
extremely large (up to 1000%) jumps,
which were attributed to characteristic vi-
brations of the molecules (10). However,
no reproducible spectra were obtained be-
cause of diffusion events (molecules jump-
ing) during the experiment. It is also possi-
ble that these diffusion events were respon-
sible for some of the spectral features seen.
In another experiment, a microscopic tun-
nel junction was created by adjusting the
pressure between two crossed wires coated
with a thin film (11). Two peaks were
observed in d2I/dV2 at bias voltages of 359
and 173 mV; these were assigned to the
C-H stretch and bending vibrations of hy-
drocarbon contaminants, respectively. These
results demonstrated that IETS could be
achieved in a microscopic tunneling junc-
tion. Vibrational spectroscopy with the
STM has proved difficult because of the
extreme mechanical stability necessary to
observe small changes in tunneling conduc-
tance. For example, the physics of tunnel-
ing dictates a tunneling gap stability of
!0.01 Å to keep the conductance stable to
within 2%.

Details of our homemade STM and ex-
perimental setup have been described else-
where (12). The STM tip and Cu(100)
sample were prepared and cooled to 8 K
(13). The surface was dosed with acetylene
until a coverage of !0.001 monolayer was
observed on the surface with the STM. If
desired, the surface was subsequently dosed
with deuterated acetylene to the same cov-
erage. Although the identity of the isotopes
was known by comparing images before and
after each dose, they were not distinguish-
able in the constant-current STM images.

A definitive determination of the ad-
sorption site and orientation of acetylene
on Cu(100) has not been reported to date,
although the C-C bond is known to be
parallel to the surface (14). Considerable
rehybridization of the molecule occurs upon
adsorption, leading to a lengthening of the
C-C bond (14) and a concomitant tilting of
the C-H bond away from the surface (15).
The atomically resolved STM images (Fig.
1) indicate that the molecule is adsorbed on
the hollow sites of the surface, with the
plane of the molecule across the diagonal of
the square formed by four Cu atoms. This is
consistent with one of two proposed adsorp-
tion sites, as determined from EELS data
(16), and with the proposed site for acety-
lene on Ni(100) (17). There are two equiv-
alent adsorption sites rotated 90° from each
other. The reversible rotation of the mole-
cule between these two orientations can be
induced by the tunneling current. There-
fore, it is desirable to position the tip over
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the C-H peak of 11.8% was measured for
one sharp tip. The peak was observed for
every tip used, and spectra were reproduc-
ible for a given tip. The peak position re-
mained the same to within 1 mV even
when the tunneling current was increased
by a factor of 10. Spectra measured with
negative bias voltages showed the expected
negative peak at –358 mV. Therefore, no
electric field–dependent peak shifts have
been measured.

The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the d2I/dV2 vibrational peak is
given by V ! [(1.7Vm)2 " (5.4kT/e)2

" W2]1/2, where Vm is the modulation volt-
age, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is tem-
perature, and W is the intrinsic width (2).
Typical values of the FWHM for the 358-
mV peak obtained at modulation voltages
of 20, 10, 5, and 2 mV are 34, 17, 12, and 10
mV, respectively. Comparison with the
above formula suggests an intrinsic width of

#8 mV, larger than is typically seen in
macroscopic IETS.

Isotopic substitution is a powerful tool
for vibrational analysis. The C-H stretch at
358 mV was observed to shift to 266 mV for
C2D2 (Fig. 3). These values are in close
agreement with those obtained by EELS:
357, 360, and 362 meV for the C-H stretch
of C2H2 on Cu(100) (16), Cu(110) (19),
and Cu(111) (20), respectively; 272 and
270 meV for the C-D stretch of C2D2 on
Cu(110) (19) and Cu(111) (20), respec-
tively. Changes in ac tunneling conduc-
tance were typically #30% lower for the
C-D stretch relative to the C-H stretch.
Other vibrational modes of adsorbed acety-
lene, such as the bending modes, were not
observed. The prominence of the C-H
stretch mode has also been observed in the
macroscopic (1, 2) and microscopic (11)
IETS measurements.

The ability to spectroscopically identify
molecules with the STM makes it possible
to implement chemically sensitive micros-
copy. Vibrational imaging of the adsorbed
molecule was obtained while scanning the
tip in constant-current mode to record the
surface topography. At each data point,
the feedback was turned off and the bias
modulation turned on to record dI/dV and
d2I/dV2. This procedure resulted in three
images of the same area. As expected, no
contrast was observed in a constant-cur-
rent image of both acetylene isotopes (Fig.
4A). When the dc bias voltage was fixed
at 358 mV, only one of the two molecules
was revealed in the image constructed
from the d2I/dV2 signal (Fig. 4B). By
changing the dc bias voltage to 266 mV,
the other molecule was imaged (Fig. 4C).
Two small identical depressions observed
at 311 mV (Fig. 4D) were attributed to the

change in the electronic density of states
on the sites of the two molecules. The
spatial extent of the inelastic tunneling
channels appears to be at least as narrow
as the constant-current molecular image.

For sharp tips, values of $%/% of up to
12% and 9% have been measured for the
C-H and C-D stretch peaks, respectively.
This is considerably larger than the values
obtained in conventional IETS. The dipole
scattering approximation usually used to
model IETS spectra yielded theoretical es-
timates of $%/% in STM-IETS on the order
of 1% (6, 7). It has been suggested, howev-
er, that the dipole scattering approximation
may not be valid for the molecular-sized
tunneling gaps in the STM, and that reso-
nance and impact scattering may lead to
enhancement in $%/% by a factor of #10
(8, 9). The size of the observed peaks, the
spatial extent of the inelastic channels, and
the strong tip dependence are consistent
with the resonance scattering mechanism.
The relatively large intrinsic peak width
may also be a result of the resonant tunnel-
ing mechanism.

Vibrational spectroscopy at the single-
molecule level opens new avenues of re-
search, both experimental and theoretical.
The extension of our work to other func-
tional groups should allow the characteriza-
tion of small molecules in more complex
environments, as well as the analysis of
larger molecules of chemical and biological
interest. It may soon be possible to use
single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy
and microscopy to determine the identity
and arrangement of functional groups with-
in a single molecule and to study its chem-
ical transformation.
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Probing the Local Effects of Magnetic Impurities
on Superconductivity

Ali Yazdani,* B. A. Jones, C. P. Lutz, M. F. Crommie,†
D. M. Eigler

The local effects of isolated magnetic adatoms on the electronic properties of the surface
of a superconductor were studied with a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope. Tunneling spectra obtained near magnetic adsorbates reveal the presence of
excitations within the superconductor’s energy gap that can be detected over a few
atomic diameters around the impurity at the surface. These excitations are locally
asymmetric with respect to tunneling of electrons and holes. A model calculation based
on the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations can be used to understand the details of the
local tunneling spectra.

Superconductivity and magnetism in solids
occur because of dramatically different mi-
croscopic behaviors of electrons. In a super-
conductor, electrons form pairs with oppos-
ing spins, whereas to produce magnetism,
electrons are required to have their spins
aligned to form a net local magnetic mo-
ment. The competition between these ef-
fects manifests itself in the dramatic reduc-
tion of the superconducting transition tem-
perature when magnetic impurities are in-
troduced in a superconductor (1). Within
the context of the pioneering theoretical
work of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (2) and its
extentions (3, 4), a magnetic perturbation
reduces the superconducting order parame-
ter and leads to the appearance of quasi-
particle excitations within the supercon-
ducting gap. Macroscopic planar tunnel
junctions doped with magnetic impurities
have shown sub-gap features in the super-
conductor’s tunneling density of states (5).
No direct measurement, however, has yet
been reported on the structure of a magnet-
ically induced quasi-particle excitation on
the atomic length scale around a single
magnetic impurity.

We directly probed the local electronic
properties of a superconductor in the vicin-
ity of a single, isolated magnetic atom with

a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
We found that, near magnetic adatoms on
the surface of a conventional superconduc-
tor, localized quasi-particle excitations at
energies less than the superconductor’s en-
ergy gap are induced in the superconductor
by the impurities. Previously, the STM has
been used to obtain local information on
the nature of the electronic excitations of a
vortex in a type II superconductor (6) on
length scales comparable with the super-
conducting coherence length j0. In con-
trast, the excitations reported here are de-
tected over a few atomic diameters near the
impurity, at length scales far shorter than
j0. We can explain the main features of our
data with a model calculation of the local
electronic properties of a magnetically
doped superconductor based on the Bogoli-
ubov–de Gennes equations; however, some
features of the data remain unexplained.

We performed our experiments using an
ultrahigh vacuum STM, which operates at
temperatures down to T 5 3.8 K. We used
a single-crystal Nb(110) sample (99.999%
purity) that was cleaned by numerous cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing.
Niobium samples of similar quality have
bulk transition temperature Tc ; 9.2 K,
superconducting energy gap 2D ; 3.05
meV, and j0 ; 400 Å. STM images of the
sample after it had been processed and
cooled to low temperatures showed the
sample surface to be well ordered, with ter-
races as large as 100 Å, and to have an
acceptable terrace defect density for our

experiments. The main surface impurity was
oxygen, which images as a dip in STM
topographs. The local tunneling density of
states (LDOS) of the Nb surface was ob-
tained from measurement of the differential
conductance dI/dV (where I is the current)
of the STM junction versus sample bias
voltage V (with respect to the tip) per-
formed under open feedback loop condi-
tions with standard low-frequency ac lock-
in detection techniques. The width of the
tunneling barrier (the height of the tip
above the surface) during the measurements
was adjusted before opening the feedback
loop by setting the junction impedance Rj
at an eV .. D. We used a polycrystalline
Au wire as our tip; however, the chemical
identity of the last atom on the tip is un-
known.

We first measured the tunneling density
of states for the Nb surface without the
magnetic impurities. The spectrum in Fig.
1A is highly reproducible at different loca-
tions on the Nb surface, such as near atomic
step edges and in the vicinity of surface
defects such as oxygen. This spectrum can
be fitted very well with the thermally
broadened Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) density of states (Fig. 1A) with a
value of 2.96 meV for 2D, which is consis-
tent with that reported for Nb, and a sample
temperature of 3.85 K (7).
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Fig. 1. (A) The dI/dV spectrum of the STM junction
at Rj 5 107 ohms (V 5 10 mV ) measured for the
clean Nb(110) surface (open circles). The solid line
is the BCS fit to the data. (B) Spectra measured (Rj
5 107 ohm) near a Mn adatom. The solid line is
from measurements with the tip over the adatom
site and the dashed line is from measurements
with the tip 16 Å away over the bare Nb surface.
We used the convention that a positive bias V
corresponds to electrons tunneling to the sample
from the tip.
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netic interaction would produce the same
results but with a change in the sign of the
bound excitation’s spin. In view of Schlott-
mann’s calculations, for simplicity we as-
sumed that the magnetic impurity sup-
pressed the order-parameter to zero locally,
for r , a (where r is the radial distance from
the impurity), whereas outside this region
the order-parameter was taken to be con-
stant and equal to that of pure Nb. The
spatial variation of the superconductor’s
properties can be described with the Bogo-
liubov–de Gennes (BdG) equations, which
are coupled Schrödinger-like equations for
time-reversed pairs of states in the supercon-
ductor (11, 12). These pairs of states corre-
spond to electron-like and hole-like states
that describe, respectively, the local tunnel-
ing excitations at positive and negative sam-
ple bias. We solved the BdG equations, con-
sidering only the lowest (l 5 0) angular
momentum state to be affected by the
impurity, and without requiring a self-con-
sistency condition for the pair-potential.

Consistent with the results in (3), we
found that a finite value of J breaks the time-
reversal symmetry between the electron-like
and the hole-like states, and the BdG equa-
tions show that there is one bound excitation
with energy EB , D. This state, which is a
mixture of both electron and hole excitations
in the superconductor, contributes to the dI/
dV spectra at eV 5 6EB. The spatial charac-
teristics of these contributions are governed

by the wave function of the bound excita-
tion’s electron and hole components, which
oscillate with period of order lF, and decay
with distance r from the impurity as (1/r2)exp
(22r/j), where j 5 j0(D/=D2 2 EB

2). As
shown in Fig. 4, for small r, the square of the
electron and the hole components behave as
1/r2, and they are ultimately cut off for r *
lF/2 (2.7 Å for Nb). This behavior is consis-
tent with our observation that the bound
excitation contribution to the LDOS decays
rapidly within a few lattice constants near the
impurity (13).

In our model, the presence of the mag-
netic potential that creates the bound ex-
citation also causes a phase shift between its
electron and hole components. An explicit
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4,
which displays the radial dependence of the
electron and hole components for a partic-
ular value of J. A direct consequence of this
phase shift is a local asymmetry in the spec-
tra measured at positive and negative bias.
The electron-hole asymmetry is largest at
the impurity site and absent if the spectrum
is spatially averaged over the whole system,
as it is in the planar tunnel-junction exper-
iments (5, 14). More specifically, for small
u Ju, the model shows that the bound excita-
tion has a spin that is aligned with respect
to the impurity, and the electron-like exci-
tations are slightly favored at the impurity
site. Increasing u Ju, however, results in a
monotonic increase of the phase shift (see
inset of Fig. 4) and of the local asymmetry,
accompanied by a shift of EB toward the
center of the gap. At a critical value of u Ju 5
Jc, with EB 5 0 (at EF) and the phase shift
at p/2, there is a dramatic change in the
nature of the bound excitation. For u Ju $ Jc,
the bound excitation’s spin becomes anti-
aligned with that of the impurity, whereas
at the same time the local asymmetry be-
tween the electron and the hole compo-
nents switches and heavily favors the hole-
like excitations (the case of Fig. 4). In this
regime, a further increase in u Ju moves EB

back toward the gap edge. The dramatic
behavior at Jc in our model and that of
Shiba’s in (3) are linked with the changes
in the superconductor’s ground state, previ-
ously investigated by Sakurai (15), in the
limit of a strong magnetic impurity. In this
regime, it is energetically favorable for the
superconductor to add an unpaired spin
with a favorable orientation at the impurity
site. Our calculations show that this change
in the ground state of the superconductor is
reflected in the large local asymmetry of the
bound excitation probed by tunneling. The
local asymmetry in our model is fundamen-
tally caused by the potential J; however, the
spin-independent potential U can alter its
strength.

Our model calculation can account for
the detailed electron-hole asymmetry ob-
served in local dI/dV measurements. This
can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows a fit to
the dI/dV difference spectra measured with
the tip centered over the Mn adatom. To
compute the fit, we calculated the wave
function of not only the bound but also the
extended excitations (E . D) in the super-
conductor at the impurity site and have
thermally broadened the results for T 5 3.8
K. We used J 5 4 eV and a 5 2.50 Å (16).
These parameters show that Mn adatoms
act as a strong magnetic impurity on the Nb
surface, a fact that seems likely considering
the strong overlap of the Mn d levels with
those of the Nb surface. Our model, how-
ever, does not capture the detailed spatial
dependence of the spectra in the case of Gd.
A more through theoretical treatment
would require a calculation that is self-
consistent and accounts for the electronic
structure of the surface.

During preparation of this manuscript, we
have become aware of other recent theoret-
ical work on the local electronic properties
of a superconductor with magnetic impuri-
ties relevant to our experiments (17, 18).
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-

V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,
Department of Physics, Boston University, 590 Com-
monwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, USA.
N. S. Wingreen, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA.

Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Tunneling into a Single Magnetic Atom:
Spectroscopic Evidence of the

Kondo Resonance
V. Madhavan, W. Chen, T. Jamneala, M. F. Crommie,

N. S. Wingreen

The Kondo effect arises from the quantum mechanical interplay between the electrons
of a host metal and a magnetic impurity and is predicted to result in local charge and
spin variations around the magnetic impurity. A cryogenic scanning tunneling micro-
scope was used to spatially resolve the electronic properties of individual magnetic
atoms displaying the Kondo effect. Spectroscopic measurements performed on indi-
vidual cobalt atoms on the surface of gold show an energetically narrow feature that is
identified as the Kondo resonance—the predicted response of a Kondo impurity. Un-
expected structure in the Kondo resonance is shown to arise from quantum mechanical
interference between the d orbital and conduction electron channels for an electron
tunneling into a magnetic atom in a metallic host.

The smallest magnetic structure in con-
densed matter physics is a single magnetic
atom in a nonmagnetic host, often referred
to as a Kondo impurity. The spin of a
Kondo impurity interacts with the spin of
surrounding conduction electrons, leading
to anomalous transport properties in dilute
magnetic alloys (the Kondo effect) (1). For
temperatures below a characteristic Kondo
temperature (TK), this interaction causes
the electrons of the host metal to condense
into a many-body ground state that collec-
tively screens the local spin of the Kondo
impurity (2). This screening cloud exhibits
a dense set of low-energy excitations called
the Kondo resonance that strongly influ-
ence Kondo systems (2, 3). Hallmarks of
the Kondo effect are the disappearance of
the Kondo resonance at temperatures above
TK, and the splitting of the resonance in an
applied magnetic field (2). Although this
theoretical picture has developed over more
than 30 years and explains a wealth of data
on magnetic alloys and rare earth com-
pounds (2, 4), there remains a surprising
lack of direct experimental confirmation of
the theory. For example, to date there has

been no direct spectroscopic observation of
the Kondo resonance for an isolated, well-
characterized magnetic impurity in a non-
magnetic host (5), nor have there been
conclusive measurements of the size of the
Kondo screening cloud (6–8).

We report measurements of the local
electronic structure of an isolated Kondo
impurity on a metallic substrate. We used a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to
obtain spectroscopic data on individual co-
balt (Co) atoms deposited onto the (111)
face of a clean gold (Au) crystal at 4 K.
These measurements reveal an electronic
resonance centered about the Fermi energy
(EF) that has an energy width of only 11
meV and is localized to within a radius of 10
Å from the center of a Co atom. Because
Co-Au is a known Kondo system (3, 9–11),
we interpret these data as evidence of the
Kondo resonance for a single, well-charac-
terized magnetic impurity. The line shape of
the observed Kondo resonance is not
Lorentzian, but rather has the asymmetric
shape that is characteristic of a Fano reso-
nance (12). We can explain this line shape
by generalizing Fano’s formalism to include
tunneling into an impurity with strong
Coulomb repulsion. Asymmetry in the
Kondo resonance line shape is thus under-
stood to result from quantum interference
between the d orbital and continuum tun-

neling channels of the magnetic atom.
Cobalt in bulk Au has a high Kondo

temperature (300 to 700 K) (3, 9, 10), and
there is evidence that Co atoms are magnet-
ic on Au surfaces with TK ! 19 K (11). At
4 K the collective Kondo ground state is
thus formed (T " TK). We cleaned the
single crystal Au(111) substrate in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing. The Au(111) sur-
face was then cooled to 4 K and dosed in
UHV with a calibrated Co evaporator. Im-
aging and spectroscopy were performed with
a homemade UHV STM held at the same
temperature as the Au sample (4 K). The
convention used here is that the bias across
the STM tunnel junction (V) is the voltage
of the sample with respect to the tip.

A 400 Å by 400 Å image of the Au(111)
surface after deposition of a 0.001 monolay-
er coverage of Co (Fig. 1) shows the well-
known Au(111) herringbone reconstruc-
tion (13), seen as ridges (or “soliton walls”)
traversing the surface. The soliton walls
separate regions of face-centered cubic (fcc)
and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering
on the surface (13). Approximately 22 well-
isolated Co atoms can be seen as regular 0.8
Å high cones scattered about the surface
(some surface defects can also be seen).
Closer examination shows that the Au sur-
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Fig. 1. Constant-current image (400 Å by 400 Å)
of the Au(111) surface after deposition of 0.001
monolayer of Co at 4 K (tunnel parameters: I ! 0.5
nA, V ! 0.1 V ). Approximately 22 Co atoms can
be seen nestled among the ridges of the Au(111)
herringbone reconstruction.
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face is decorated by low-amplitude waves.
These arise from the quantum interference
of two-dimensional surface-state electrons
that exist on Au(111) (14). The Co atoms
induce circular waves (Friedel oscillations)
in the surface-state density, as do other
nonmagnetic atoms and defects (15, 16).

We performed STM spectroscopy at the
site of individual Co atoms by measuring
the bias dependence of the differential con-
ductance, dI/dV(V), of the STM tunnel
junction. For V ! 0 this quantity gives a
measure of the rate of electronic transitions
from the states at EF on the tip to the states
at EF " eV on the surface (17). This can be
interpreted as a measure of the density of
electronlike excitations of the surface hav-
ing energy eV measured with respect to EF
(V # 0 samples holelike excitations). By
changing the location of the tip it is possi-
ble to measure the spatial profile of these
states, or excitations. dI/dV spectra of the
Co/Au surface were measured through lock-
in detection of the ac tunnel current driven
by a 450-Hz, 1-mV (root-mean-square) sig-
nal added to the junction bias.

Figure 2 shows dI/dV spectra measured on
and off of a single Co atom on the Au(111)
surface. We measured the spectra by fixing
the tip-surface separation to a value corre-
sponding to a tunnel junction resistance of
2 $ 108 ohm, and then sweeping the bias
with the STM feedback loop opened. The
top solid curve shows the dI/dV spectrum
measured with the tip held over the bare Au
surface, laterally displaced 12 Å away from a
Co atom. The bare Au spectrum is relatively
flat away from a Co atom. The bottom solid
curve shows the dI/dV spectrum measured
with the STM tip held over the center of a
single Co atom lying between two soliton

walls on the surface. Here the spectrum
shows a strong, asymmetric resonance
around V % 0, revealing sharp structure in
the low-energy excitation spectrum of the
surface near a Co atom. This feature was
observed for hundreds of different Co atoms
with a variety of different tips (18). We
measured the tip-height dependence of the
Co resonance by obtaining dI/dV spectra
after fixing the tip-surface separation to val-
ues corresponding to resistances of 2 $ 107

and 2 $ 106 ohm. No significant change in
the resonance line shape was observed over
this range of separations, showing the reso-
nance to be relatively insensitive to tip-
surface separation.

The resonance line shape also appears
insensitive to the proximity of other Co
atoms for interatom spacings down to 6 Å
and to whether an atom is lying in an hcp
or fcc region of the herringbone reconstruc-
tion. Atoms lying directly on the soliton
walls, however, exhibit a slightly different
resonance line shape that is greatly reduced
in amplitude compared to atoms lying in
either the hcp or fcc regions of the surface.
Spectroscopic measurements of nonmag-
netic copper atoms deposited on Au(111)
did not show a resonance feature at EF.

We measured the spatial dependence of
the electronic structure of a single Co atom
by acquiring dI/dV spectra with the STM
tip held at varying distances from the cen-
ter of an atom. As shown in Fig. 3, the
resonance feature both decreases in ampli-
tude and changes shape as the STM tip is
moved outward from an atom’s center.
The resonance is mostly gone by a dis-

tance of 10 Å from the center of the atom.
The resonance line shape tends to become
more symmetric as the tip is moved radi-
ally outward. At a distance of &4 Å from
the center of the atom, for example, the
dI/dV spectrum shows a symmetric dip
centered about V % 0 (19). Similar behav-
ior was seen for other Co atoms.

To interpret tunneling spectroscopy of
individual Co atoms, one must consider the
excitation spectrum that is predicted for a
magnetic atom upon the addition (V ! 0)
or subtraction (V # 0) of an electron. One
powerful approach to this topic is the
Anderson model of a magnetic impurity
(20). With the Anderson model, a Co atom
on Au can be thought of as a discrete d
orbital in resonance with the continuum of
Au conduction-band states. The d orbital is
an interacting level; the energy associated
with an occupancy of one electron is εd,
whereas the energy to add a second electron
is εd " U, where U represents the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons in the d
orbital (U % 0 for a noninteracting level).
For a Co atom to be magnetic, εd # EF and
εd " U ! EF (20). The Anderson model
has been well studied and is one of the
simplest condensed-matter idealizations of a
system of interacting electrons. As might be
expected, the d orbital in this model spreads
into a relatively broad d resonance that lies
below EF (the “bare” d resonance) (20).
Less transparent, however, is the theoretical
result that for temperatures below TK, some
of the d-orbital spectral density is shifted to
EF, forming a narrow, nearly Lorentzian
resonance there (2). This is the many-body
Kondo resonance, and the width of the
resonance, 'E, is proportional to the
Kondo temperature, 'E ( kBTK (2), where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a tunnel-
ing experiment into the Kondo resonance,
one might expect dI/dV to reflect this d-
orbital spectral density and yield a Lorent-
zian-like peak about EF [much photoemis-
sion data have been interpreted along these
lines (4)]. Such an interpretation, however,
assumes that electrons can only tunnel into
the d orbital of a magnetic impurity and
ignores electron tunneling into the sur-
rounding continuum of conduction-band
states. An electron tunneling from an STM
tip to the Kondo resonance actually has two
possible channels (the d orbital and the
continuum) and this leads to an additional
quantum interference term.

Fano has calculated the effect of such
interference for transitions from an arbi-
trary initial state to a noninteracting dis-
crete state in resonance with a continuum
(that is, the U % 0 case of the Anderson
model) (12). He has shown that the rate of
transitions to a final state at energy ε can be
expressed as

Fig. 2. A pair of dI/dV spectra taken with the STM
tip held over a single Co atom and over the nearby
bare Au surface (a constant slope has been sub-
tracted from both curves, and they have been
shifted vertically). The feature identified as a
Kondo resonance appears over the Co atom (the
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature to
the overall conductivity is 0.3). Dashed curve
shows a fit to the data with a modified Fano theory
(Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text).

Fig. 3. A series of dI/dV spectra taken with the
STM tip held at various lateral spacings from the
center of a single Co atom on Au(111). (These
data are from the same atom as the data shown in
Fig. 2. A constant slope has been subtracted from
each curve and they have been shifted vertically.)
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Ab-initio treatment

MULTIORBITAL KONDO PHYSICS OF Co IN Cu HOSTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 85, 085114 (2012)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) DOS of the Co impurities in bulk Cu (top)
and on Cu (111) (bottom) obtained from DFT (GGA and GGA + U ),
as well as QMC simulations at temperature T = 0.025 eV. QMC
results obtained at different chemical potentials µ are shown.

µ = 27, 28, and 29 eV (Co on Cu), we obtain total densities
and spins close to these DFT estimates. The values of both
observables for the lowest simulation temperature T = 0.025
eV are presented in Table II.

A. Quasiparticle spectra

We now analyze the excitation spectra of the Co impurities
in order to understand the dominant physics at different energy
scales. For a first, qualitative insight into the strength of
many-body renormalizations, we compare in Fig. 3 the Co
3d-electron DOS obtained from our DFT calculations to the
Co 3d spectral functions obtained from analytical continuation
of our QMC results.34

The non-spin-polarized GGA calculations used to deter-
mine the hybridization functions yield—by definition—the
DOS corresponding to the Anderson model without two-
particle interactions (U = J = 0 eV). For both Co in and
on Cu, the GGA DOS exhibits a peak near the Fermi level
(EF = 0). The QMC DOS qualitatively reproduces the GGA
DOS for the case of Co in Cu. Here the main difference
between the two approaches is that QMC yields a peak near
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Orbitally resolved DOS of the Co im-
purities in bulk Cu (top) and on Co (111) (bottom) obtained from
our QMC simulations at temperature T = 0.025 eV and chemical
potential µ = 27 and 28 eV, respectively.

the Fermi level which is approximately twice narrower and
shifted toward EF . GGA + U accounts for the local Coulomb
interactions on the Co atoms on a Hartree Fock level, which
leads to the destruction of the quasiparticle peak near EF with
all the spectral weight shifted to broad Hubbard bands. The
comparison to the QMC results shows that this destruction of
the quasiparticle peak is unphysical.

For Co on Cu the hybridization is weaker, and the DOS
from the QMC simulations exhibits both quasiparticle peaks
near EF as well as Hubbard type bands at higher energies.
The reduction of spectral weight of the quasiparticle peak as
compared to GGA is stronger here. The orbitally resolved DOS
of Co in and on Co is shown in Fig. 4. For Co in Cu, the DOS of
the eg and the t2g orbitals is very similar particularly regarding
the quasiparticle peak, despite the (energy dependent) crystal-
field splitting on the order of some 0.1 eV.

The DOS of Co on Cu exhibits stronger differences between
the E1, E2, and A1 orbitals. The E2 orbitals, which spread out
perpendicular to the z axis, show the weakest hybridization
effects, but even here, a quasiparticle peak appears in all
orbitals. The appearance of low-energy quasiparticle peaks in
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SrTiO3. Whereas in oxygen-deficient
SrTiO3!x

and Nb-doped SrTiO3 films the Hall constant

increases markedl
y below 100 K (29), it is less

temperature depen
dent in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 hetero-

structures. In addition, the uppe
r critical field of

the heterostructures is an order of magnitude

smaller than that o
f Nb-SrTiO3 with the sam

e Tc.

Finally, our observ
ation of both supe

rconducting

and insulating behavior on the same sample,

depending on the p
recise LaAlO3 layer thickn

ess,

is very hard to reconcile with a pure oxygen

vacancy scenario.
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Large Magnetic Anisotropy of a

Single Atomic Spin Embedded in

a Surface Molecular Network

Cyrus F. Hirjibehedin,
1 Chiung-Yuan Lin,1,2 Alexander F. Otte,

1,3 Markus Ternes,
1,4

Christopher P. Lutz,
1 Barbara A. Jones,1 Andreas J. Heinrich

1

Magnetic anisotrop
y allows magnets t

o maintain their direction of magnetization over time. Using

a scanning tunneling microscope to observe spin excitations, we determined the orientation and

strength of the anisotropies of ind
ividual iron and manganese atoms on a thin layer of copper

nitride. The relative intensities of the inelastic tunneling
processes are consistent with dipolar

interactions, as se
en for inelastic neutro

n scattering. First-pr
inciples calculation

s indicate that the

magnetic atoms be
come incorporated into a polar covalent sur

face molecular network
in the

copper nitride. The
se structures, which provide atom-by-atom accessibility via local probes, have

the potential for engin
eering anisotropies large

enough to produce stable magnetization at low

temperatures for a
single atomic spin.

M
agnetic structures with only a few

atomic spins, such as single atoms

and clusters on metal surfaces (1, 2)

and molecular magnets (3–5), can exhibit

anisotropies that a
re large enough to maintain a

stable spin orientation at low temperatures. The

large anisotropies per e
ach atom in these small

clusters are of inte
rest as a possible w

ay to shrink

magnetic bits belo
w the size at which d

omains in

current thin-film magnetic materials become

unstable at room temperature. The
impending

approach of this superparamagneti
c limit (6)

threatens to halt the decades-long trend toward

ever higher storage densities in magnetic

memory. Besides
this technological rele

vance,

atomic-scale magn
etic structures are

also of great

scientific interest
because they exhibit intriguing

quantum effects (7–9) and h
ave the potential to

be

harnessed for quantum computing (10, 11).

Access to individual magnet
ic nanostructures

by

electronic transpor
t measurements is

possible with

the use of electrom
igration junctions

(12, 13) and

local probes (2, 14–18). Whereas nanoscale

junction devices may be more readily adapted

to practical applications, studies using local

probes provide an understanding of the nano-

magnet’s local en
vironment, the cru

cial determi-

nant of atomic-sca
le anisotropy.

Here we describe magnetic nanostructures

with large magnetic anisotropy that can be in-

dividually constructed, studie
d, and manipulated

with atomic-scale
precision. Individu

al Fe or Mn

atoms were placed at the desired locations on a

CuN surface by manipulation with a scanning

tunnelingmicrosc
ope (STM) tip. Our calculati

ons

indicate that the F
e and Mn atoms are embe

dded

into a molecular network of polar covalently

bonded Cu and N
atoms within the C

uN surface.

Incorporation into
the surface results

in substantial

charge transfer an
d distribution of spin polariza-

tion away from the magnetic atom and into the

molecular network. We found that inelastic

excitations of the
atomic spin (14, 15) are very

prominent in the e
lectron tunneling f

rom an STM

tip through the individual magne
tic nanostruc-

tures. Changes in
the spin-excitation

energies as a

magnetic field was
applied along three

orthogonal

axes directly yielded both the strength and

orientation of axial and transverse magnetic

anisotropy for a single magnetic atom. The

relative intensities of these inelastic excitations

are well-described by a spin-transition matrix

element that is ana
logous to that foun

d in inelastic

neutron scattering. These
nanomagnetic sys

tems

combine large magnetic anisotropies with the

flexibility that comes from being accessible on a

surface by a local probe (2, 14–18) and the

potential for cont
rol of the magnetic properties

previously available only in molecular magnet
s.

This has great pro
mise because, in th

e absence of

transverse anisotro
py, the single Fe a

tom on CuN

would have an energy-reversal ba
rrier similar in

magnitude to that
observed for atom

ic spins in the

most anisotropic configurations in molecular

magnets (4) and o
n metal surfaces (

1).

Experimentswere
conductedwith an

ultrahigh-

vacuum low-temperature S
TM with a base tem-

perature of 0.5 K. We measured the differential

conductance dI/dV
using lock-in dete

ction of the
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We have perform
ed single-

atom magnetiz
ation curve (SAMC) measurem

ents an
d inelasti

c scannin
g

tunneli
ng spectro

scopy (ISTS)
on individ

ual Fe
atoms on a Cu(1

11) sur
face. T

he SAM
Cs sho

w a broad

distribu
tion of magnetic

moments with 3:5 !B
being

the mean value.
ISTS reveals

a magnetiz
ation

excitat
ion wit

h a life
time of 20

0 fsec w
hich de

creases
by a fa

ctor of
2 upon

applica
tion of

a magnetic
field

of 12 T. The
experim

ental o
bservat

ions ar
e quantit

atively
explain

ed by the decay
of the

magnetiz
ation

excitat
ion into Stoner

modes o
f the itineran

t electr
on system

as show
n by newly

develop
ed theoret

ical

modeling
.

DOI: 1
0.1103

/PhysR
evLett.

106.03
7205

PACS
numbers: 7

5.70.Rf
, 68.37

.Ef, 75
.78.!n

Magnetic
atoms adsorbe

d on nonmagnetic
substra

tes

have been a topic of activ
e study,

both to provide
insight

into fundam
ental a

spects
of magnetis

m and as possibl
e

elements fo
r future

inform
ation te

chnolo
gy and

spin-ba
sed

computatio
n schem

es. Dep
ending

on the
type of

substra
te,

ranging
from thin insulati

ng layers
[1–3] o

ver sem
icon-

ductors
[4], to m

etals [5
–8], on

e expec
ts incre

asing h
ybrid-

ization
of the a

tom with the sub
strate s

tates. T
he itine

rant

nature
of the substra

te electro
ns plays an increas

ingly

pronou
nced role in the static and dynam

ic propert
ies of

the magnetic
atom as one progres

ses through
this se-

quence
. Spin-

polariz
ed scannin

g tunneli
ng spectro

scopy

(SPSTS
) [6] an

d inela
stic [1]

scannin
g tunne

ling spectro
s-

copy (ISTS)
or a combinatio

n of both
[3,4] p

rovide
the

only current
means to

probe m
agnetic

propert
ies and

spin

dynam
ics of isola

ted magnetic
adsorba

tes on the atomic

scale.

For magnetic
atoms weak

ly hybridi
zed with a nonm

ag-

netic su
rface, a

descrip
tion of

the atom
ic moment by a

half-

integer
spin govern

ed by anisotr
opy terms in a spin

Hamiltonian
(‘‘isola

ted spin model’’)
is sufficie

nt

[1–4,9]
. Within this ap

proxim
ation, t

he role
of the

under-

lying host co
nductio

n electro
ns is ne

glected
and the effe

ct

of the s
ubstrat

e is enc
ompassed

in the m
agnetic

anisotr
opy.

Howev
er, it ha

s been
known

for dec
ades th

at the m
agnetic

moments of
3d impurities

in a nonmagnetic
3d, 4d

or 5d

metal are
influen

ced qualita
tively by the itin

erant c
onduc-

tion electro
ns of t

he host m
aterial.

Accord
ingly, a

s theo-

reticall
y predict

ed a long time ago, the magnetiz
ation

dynam
ics of such system

s is damped by decay
into

electro
n-hole

pairs, n
amely, Sto

ner exc
itations

of the i
tin-

erant e
lectron

gas [10
]. One

conseq
uence o

f this d
ecay is

a

substan
tial g shift an

d energy
-depen

dent lin
ewidth

of the

magnetiz
ation excitat

ion if detecte
d via a local m

ethod

such as STS [10,11]
. Therefo

re the applica
tion of the

isolated
spin model to

magnetic
atoms on metals, w

hile

descrip
tive, in

adequa
tely describ

es thes
e types o

f effect
s.

This vi
ew is reinf

orced by the large excitati
on linewid

th

observe
d in previou

s ISTS
which

cannot
be describ

ed by

an appr
oach w

hich treats t
he magnetic

atom as an isolated

entity
govern

ed solely
by magnetic

anisotr
opy [7,12].

While the
effects

of Ston
er exci

tations
have be

en obse
rved

experim
entally

by spin-po
larized

electro
n-energ

y-loss

spectro
scopy o

f ferrom
agnetic

surface
s [13,1

4], an e
xperi-

mental v
erificat

ion of their
importanc

e for th
e magnetiz

a-

tion dynam
ics of i

ndividu
al impurities

is thus
far lack

ing.

In this
Letter,

we reve
al the i

tineran
t nature

of indiv
idual

Fe atom
s absor

bed on
a Cu(1

11) sur
face ut

ilizing
a combi-

nation
of sing

le-atom
magnetiz

ation curve (SAMC) mea-

surements [6
] as pro

bed by SPSTS
and tunneli

ng-elec
tron

driven
excitati

ons (ISTS)
. SAM

Cs reveal
the magnetic

moment of individ
ual Fe atoms which

is " 3:5 !B.

Complementary
to this tec

hnique
, ISTS

reveals
an anisot-

ropy gap as well
as a lar

ge line
width of the m

agnetiz
ation

excitati
on which

increas
es linea

rly with magnetic
field. In

additio
n, we

present
the first theoret

ical studies
which

incorpo
rate spin-or

bit cou
pling in the respons

e of an iso-

lated local m
oment hyb

ridized
strongl

y with the hos
t con-

duction
electro

ns. The
calcula

tions p
rovide

a quantit
ative

accoun
t of the

anisotr
opy gap

, and th
e linear

variatio
n with

magnetic
field of both

linewid
th and peak energy

in the

magnetiz
ation excitati

on spectru
m. This c

onfirms that t
he

excitati
on lifetim

e is limited by decay
into Stoner

modes

with a density
of state

s linearly
increas

ing in energy
as

predict
ed earlier

[10,11]
.

All exp
eriments we

re perf
ormed on a home-built

UHV

STM with a base temperatur
e of T # 0:3 K capable

of

applyin
g a magnetic

field B perpen
dicular

to the surface

[15]. W
tips were used for ISTS and Cr-coa

ted W tips

were used for SA
MC measurem

ents [6
,16]. T

he Cu(111
)

surface
was cleaned

by repeate
d Ar

$ sputter
ing and an-

nealing
cycles

and Co islands
were deposit

ed at room

temperatur
e with a nominal coverag

e of 0.5 ML [17].

Such is
lands h

ave sin
gle out

-of-pla
ne magnetiz

ed dom
ains
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and we
re utiliz

ed to c
onfirm

the out
-of-pla

ne sens
itivity o

f

each Cr tip [18]. S
ubsequ

ently, F
e was d

eposite
d onto the

cold surface
at T < 6 K [19]. T

his res
ults in

a statistic
al

distribu
tion of

single F
e atom

s with a
nominal co

verage
of

a few thousan
dths of

a monolay
er [Fig

. 1(a)].
The atoms

were observe
d to occupy

only one adsorpt
ion site [20].

STM topogra
phs we

re recorde
d in constan

t-curre
nt mode

at a stabiliz
ation current

Istab with a bias voltage
Vstab

applied
to the sample. SA

MCs are
recorde

d as desc
ribed

in Ref. [6
] and in the supplem

entary
material

[21]. F
or

ISTS, d
I=dV!V" i

s recor
ded in open feedba

ck mode via
a

lock-in
techniq

ue with a small modulati
on voltage

s Vmod

added
to the bia

s (f # 4:1 kHz).

In order to determ
ine the magnetic

moment of the

individ
ual Fe

atoms, we measured
the SAMCs of s

everal

single
atoms [Fig.

1(a)] u
sing an out-of

plane m
agnetiz

ed

tip [6].
dI=dV

maps acq
uired a

t variou
s B of the s

ame area

reveal m
agnetic

contras
t on top

of the F
e atom

s [21].
From

such maps, th
e spatiall

y-resol
ved magnetic

asymmetry is

calcula
ted by $dI=dV!B"" % dI=dV!B#"&=$dI=

dV!B""'

dI=dV!B#"& as gi
ven in Ref. [2

2]. Fig
ure 1(b

) illustr
ates a

magnetic
asymmetry map evaluat

ed at oppo
site sat

uration

fields
(B" # %0:4 T, B# # '0:4 T). Eac

h SAMC [e.g.,

Fig. 1(
c)] is acquire

d by extract
ing dI=dV,

for a given

atom, durin
g a B sweep

(each B value corresp
onds to

data extract
ed from one dI=dV

map). Similar curves

have be
en measured

for abo
ut 60 d

ifferent
atoms at dif

fer-

ent loc
ations w

ith diff
erent sp

in-pola
rized m

icrotips
where

each atom probed
had a minimum distanc

e of 2
nm from

any other magnetic
structu

re. All reveal
paramagnetic

behavio
r with

a satur
ation at Bsat

( 0:2 T.

Becaus
e of the

hybridi
zation

of the
atom with the sub-

strate,
a quasi

classic
al cont

inuum
model [5

,6] is a
ppropri

-

ate to d
escribe

the measured
SAMCs. Fits

utilizin
g vario

us

models produc
e a similar distribu

tion of moments as a

result
of the rather

signific
ant out-of-

plane
anisotr

opy

[23]. T
his model pr

operly
reprodu

ces the
measured

curve

if we assume an effectiv
e magnetic

moment m ( 3:5 !B

with a magnetic
anisotr

opy of ( 1 meV [Fig. 1
(c)]. T

he

histogr
am of fitte

d m for all
measured

atoms is sho
wn in

Fig. 1(d
). The a

verage
value i

s in go
od agre

ement wit
h the

density
-functi

onal th
eory (DFT)

calcula
ted total m

agnetic

moment wh
ich conside

rs both the spin and orbital
mo-

ments of the
Fe and the neighb

oring Cu atoms [23,24]
.

Howev
er, ther

e is a broad distribu
tion of the

effectiv
e m.

We specu
late on

two substra
te-mediated

effects:
(i) The

re

is a spa
tially v

arying
mean fiel

d due to
the inte

ratomic long

range RKKY
interac

tion which
mimics a differen

t effec-

tive m for each atom [6,8].
(ii) The varying

substra
te

density
of state

s result
ing from surface

-state e
lectron

scat-

tering m
ight ad

ditiona
lly cha

nge the
value o

f m. While the

detaile
d distribu

tion of m change
s when

we use differen
t

minimum separat
ion cutoffs

, the m
aximum is alwa

ys cen-

tered around
3:5 !B indepe

ndent o
f this c

hoice.

Complementary
to SAMC measurem

ents, IS
TS can re-

veal in
formation about t

he dyn
amical magnetic

propert
ies

of the F
e atoms. Figu

re 2(a)
shows

ISTS c
urves ta

ken on
an

isolated
Fe atom (top) a

nd on the Cu(111
) subst

rate (bo
t-

tom) using
the same tip atom as the magnetic

field B is

varied.
While the substra

te spectra
are relative

ly flat and
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FIG. 1
(color

online)
. (a) Topogr

aph of a distribu
tion of Fe

atoms on Cu(111
). The

color b
ar span

s 90 pm. (b) S
patially

-

resolve
d magnetic

asymmetry map betwee
n saturat

ion field

values
B # )0:4 T [Istab # 0:6 nA, Vstab

# %10 mV, Vmod
#

5 mV (rms)]. Co
lor bar

from 0 a.u. t
o 0.025

a.u. (c)
Dots: S

AMC

extract
ed from the B-d

epende
nt dI=d

V maps by
averagi

ng over

the signal
from an individ

ual ato
m. Solid

line: fi
t to the data

using t
he cont

inuum
model. (d

) Histo
gram of effec

tive magnetic

moments ex
tracted

from the fit t
o the SA

MCs of F
e atom

s with

minimum distanc
e 2 nm to other a

toms or Co
islands
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Experimental access of spin-excitations

derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution (23).
To fit our experimental data, we combine
temperature with other sources of broadening
by using an effective temperature (24). From
the fits we extract the Zeeman splitting % for
each value of magnetic field. We display the
measured dI/dV curves in Fig. 2A by normal-
izing them to unity for voltages outside of the
spin-flip region, by using the fit to establish
the large-voltage conductance.

The measured Zeeman splitting is propor-
tional to the magnetic field (Fig. 2B, black
points). The data fit well with a straight line
through the origin and a slope that corre-
sponds to g 0 1.88 T 0.02 (25). A different Mn
atom, this one within 1 nm of the edge of an
oxide patch, shows a significantly different g
value (red points) of g 0 2.01 T 0.03. The only
difference between these two Mn atoms is the
local environment: They have different lateral
distances to bare metal region; they may sit at
different binding sites in the oxide unit cell;

and perhaps more importantly, we expect the
oxide patch to show reconstruction near the
boundary to minimize its energy. We are not
aware of any studies of the detailed atomic
structure of the oxide patches near their
boundaries. We have verified that the values
we measure for % are insensitive to the height
and lateral position of the tip, indicating that
the tip serves as a nonperturbative probe of
the spin properties of the adsorbed atom.

Mn atoms on the oxide that are laterally
near metal-oxide interfaces (e.g., Fig. 3A) can
exhibit spectra that are markedly different
from those of the isolated Mn atoms on oxide
terraces. Both of the interfacial Mn atoms in
Fig. 3A have an apparent height similar to that
of single Mn on oxide terraces. Whereas the
left Mn atom shows an IETS spectrum similar
to those in Figs. 1 and 2, the right Mn atom
shows much larger (È60%) steps in conduct-
ance (Fig. 3B). In addition, Fig. 3B shows a
peak at zero field and zero bias. This peak
splits and shifts to higher energy as the mag-
netic field is increased. Although the magni-
tude decreases sharply with field, the peaks
remain clearly present at all magnetic fields.
This behavior agrees well with the perturba-
tion theory that was developed in the context
of planar tunneling devices (5).

The relative strength of the zero-bias
conductance peak and spin-flip steps can vary
dramatically. Figure 3C shows an example of
a Mn atom (or cluster) where the conductance
peak dominates the spin-flip steps. At zero
field, the zero-bias conductance is enhanced
by a factor of È5 relative to the background.
The peak splits with magnetic field, and no
clear spin-flip steps are observed.

The spectra in Fig. 3, B and C, show the
hallmarks of a Kondo resonance: a narrow
conductance peak with Lorentzian shape at
zero bias that splits with magnetic field. The
Kondo effect reflects the spin-flip interactions
of conduction electrons with a localized mag-
netic impurity. The full width at half maxi-
mum of the resonance can be used to extract a
Kondo temperature of TK È 3 K in Fig. 3B,
and TK È 6 K in Fig. 3C (26, 27). The en-
hanced zero-bias conductance seen here is a
simpler manifestation of Kondo physics
than obtained in previous STM studies, where
a more complicated Fano line shape for
Kondo resonances reflected interference ef-
fects (12, 13, 26, 27). Unlike these earlier
STM studies, where magnetic atoms were di-
rectly adsorbed on a metal surface, here the
interaction between the Mn atom and the NiAl
conduction electrons is mediated by an oxide
film. We note that Mn adsorbed directly on
NiAl does not show any Kondo signature in
the 1- to 100-meV energy range studied here.

The zero-bias conductance peak for Mn on
Al2O3 is comparable to Kondo effects ob-
served in other nanostructures (9–11). How-
ever, the device characteristics in these

nanostructures varied considerably, due pre-
sumably to uncontrolled variations in the mole-
cular conformation, binding sites, electrode
structures, and neighboring molecules. It is
one of the strengths of STM to be able to
characterize and control each of these variables.

The zero-bias anomaly in thin-film tunnel
junctions showed a spin-flip channel with
inhomogeneous broadening that was much
larger than the sample temperature. This
broad linewidth was attributed in part to the
spatial average over impurities in the junction
with differing g values (3, 4). Our observa-
tions indicate that such spatially averaged
studies may reflect not only different g
values but also site-dependent amplitudes
for the spin-flip and Kondo channels.

The ability to directly measure the g value
of individual atoms with the STM enables
site-specific study of magnetic moments.
When combined with the STM_s capability
to assemble atomically precise structures, spin
excitations can now be studied in custom-
engineered nanostructures. If atoms with spins
can be coupled to each other in a controlled
fashion, it might be possible to use the spin
degree of freedom to transmit and process
information on the atomic scale (28).
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Single-Atom Spin-Flip
Spectroscopy

A. J. Heinrich,* J. A. Gupta, C. P. Lutz, D. M. Eigler

We demonstrate the ability to measure the energy required to flip the spin of
single adsorbed atoms. A low-temperature, high–magnetic field scanning
tunneling microscope was used to measure the spin excitation spectra of
individual manganese atoms adsorbed on Al2O3 islands on a NiAl surface. We
find pronounced variations of the spin-flip spectra for manganese atoms in
different local environments.

The magnetic properties of nanometer-scale
structures are of fundamental interest and may
play a role in future technologies, including
classical and quantum computation. Such mag-

netic structures are composed of magnetic
atoms in precise arrangements. The magnetic
properties of each atom are profoundly influ-
enced by its local environment. Magnetic
properties of atoms in a solid can be probed by
placing the atoms in tunnel junctions. Early
experiments with planar metal-oxide-metal
tunnel junctions doped with paramagnetic
impurities exhibited surprisingly complex con-

ductance spectra described as Bzero-bias anom-
alies[ (1–4). Such anomalies were shown to
reflect both spin-flips driven by inelastic
electron scattering and Kondo interactions of
magnetic impurities with tunneling electrons
(5–7). Single, albeit unknown, magnetic im-
purities were later studied in nanoscopic tunnel
junctions (8, 9). Recently, magnetic properties
of single-molecule transistors that incorporated
either one or two magnetic atoms were probed
by means of their elastic conductance spectra
(10, 11). These measurements determined g
values and showed field-split Kondo reso-
nances due to the embedded magnetic atoms.

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
offers the ability to study single magnetic
moments in a precisely characterized local
environment and to probe the variations in
magnetic properties with atomic-scale spatial
resolution. Previous STM studies of atomic-
scale magnetism include Kondo resonances of
magnetic atoms on metal surfaces (12, 13), in-
creased noise at the Larmor frequency (14, 15),
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Spin Excitations of Individual Fe Atoms on Pt(111): Impact of the Site-Dependent
Giant Substrate Polarization

A.A. Khajetoorians,1,* T. Schlenk,1 B. Schweflinghaus,2 M. dos Santos Dias,2 M. Steinbrecher,1 M. Bouhassoune,2
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We demonstrate using inelastic scanning tunneling spectroscopy and simulations based on density

functional theory that the amplitude and sign of the magnetic anisotropy energy for a single Fe atom

adsorbed onto the Pt(111) surface can be manipulated by modifying the adatom binding site. Since the

magnitude of the measured anisotropy is remarkably small, up to an order of magnitude smaller than

previously reported, electron-hole excitations are weak and thus the spin excitation exhibits long lived

precessional lifetimes compared to the values found for the same adatom on noble metal surfaces.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.157204 PACS numbers: 85.75.!d, 31.15.!p, 75.10.Dg, 75.30.Gw

The ability to encode magnetic information in the limit
of single atoms deposited on surfaces (adatoms) relies
crucially on understanding and controlling the magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE) and the underlying magnetiza-
tion dynamics. The observation of a giant MAE of Co
adatoms on the Pt(111) surface [1] has spurred many
experimental and theoretical investigations of this property
in different nanosystems, towards the final goal of stabiliz-
ing a single magnetic adatom. Two techniques have
emerged over the last decade that allow for single atomic
spin detection, namely inelastic scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy (ISTS) [2–6] and spin-resolved scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy [6–8]. While hysteresis has yet to be
found for an isolated single adatom on a nonmagnetic
surface, it has recently been shown by these techniques
that artificially constructed ensembles of a few magnetic
atoms show evidence of stability as a result of either
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic exchange interactions
within the ensemble [9,10]. In these examples the substrate
is paramount for establishing the magnetic properties of
the ensemble and can dramatically affect the spin dynam-
ics. Ultimately, tailoring the magnetic properties on such
length scales requires a proper description of the strong
hybridization between the adatoms and the surface, and of
how this affects the static and dynamic properties of the
magnetic moments.

It remains an open question how to appropriately
describe the magnetization dynamics of atomic spins
placed on nonmagnetic surfaces, as hybridization can dra-
matically alter the magnetism of the adatom. A simple
approximation is to describe the impurity as a molecular
magnet, namely to treat the magnetic moment as a quan-
tized spin, and approximate the crystal field produced by
the substrate in terms of powers of spin operators [11].
While these approaches describe transition metal adatoms
on substrates where the atomic 3d states are well localized
[3,5,12], they fail to capture the importance of itinerant

effects, like electron-hole excitations, which arise when the
magnetic moment is strongly coupled to conduction elec-
trons, as on a metallic surface [13,14]. As we have previ-
ously shown, the itinerant character of metallic surfaces
must be considered in order to account for the measured
precessional lifetimes and the g shifts of Fe adatoms [6,15].
We report here on a surprising behavior: by monitoring

the magnetic excitations of individual atoms with ISTS, we
show that Fe adatoms on Pt(111) exhibit a relatively low
MAE and long precessional lifetime. Moreover, these
properties are strongly dependent on which hollow site
the adatom occupies. These findings are in stark contrast
to those of Ref. [4]: inelastic excitations, seen in the
absence of a magnetic field, with characteristic energies
of 10 and 6 meV for Co and Fe, respectively, were inter-
preted as magnetic excitations with extremely short preces-
sional lifetimes. After carefully reexamining the case of Fe
adatoms, we conclude that the MAE is an order of magni-
tude weaker and the precessional lifetimes are up to 2
orders of magnitude longer than originally reported.
Magnetic field dependent measurements confirm these
findings and reveal that the type of binding site can totally
reorient the preferred orientation of the magnetic moment
(parallel or perpendicular to the surface), and affect the
strength of the MAE (Ea), the precessional lifetime (!),
and the g factor, as demonstrated by atomic manipulation.
We recapture these experimental observations utilizing
first-principles approaches based upon time-dependent
density functional theory (TD DFT), from which we com-
pute the MAE and magnetic excitations, and compare them
with effective spin Hamiltonian model calculations of the
magnetic excitation spectra. We show that the binding site
dependence of the giant Pt polarization cloud created by
the Fe adatoms is crucial for describing the MAE and the
spin dynamics, revealing the itinerant nature of the system.
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was performed

in a home-built UHV STM facility at a base temperature of
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T ! 0:3 K and in magnetic fields B up to 12 T applied
perpendicular to the sample surface [16]. The STM tip was
etched from tungsten wire and in situ flashed to remove
residual contaminants. The Pt(111) surface was cleaned
in situ by repeated cycles of Ar" sputtering and annealing
to T ! 740 #C, with a final flash at T ! 1000 #C.
Subsequently, the clean surface was cooled to T $ 4 K
and exposed to Fe resulting in a distribution of single Fe
atoms on the surface residing at two surface hollow sites
(fcc, hcp) (see the Supplemental Material [17]). The dif-
ferential conductance (dI=dV) was recorded with the feed-
back off via a lock-in technique with a modulation voltage
of Vmod ! 40–200 !V and modulation frequency
fmod ! 4:1 kHz.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate atomic manipulation (see
Refs. [8,18] and the Supplemental Material [17]) of an Fe
adatom residing on the Pt(111) surface induced by the
STM tip from a fcc hollow site (Fefcc) to a hcp hollow
site (Fehcp). STS recorded on top of both Fefcc and Fehcp
[see Fig. 1(c)], before and after manipulation, exhibits
strong steplike features symmetric to EF below jVSj<
1 meV for each binding site. These steps are characterized
by their position (E), width (W), and intensity (I). Fehcp
shows a smaller E, a stronger excitation intensity, and a
narrower width as compared to Fefcc at B ! 0 T. STS done
on many other Fe adatoms displays the same behavior.

The step intensities are typically I fcc $ 8% and Ihcp $
12%. Such features can be identified as a tunneling-
induced excitation of the adatom, when compared to the
substrate [19]. Both types of spectra can be reproduced by
manipulating the same atom between different binding
sites, anywhere on the clean surface, demonstrating that
E, W, and I are binding site dependent.
To confirm that we measure inelastic magnetic excita-

tions, we apply a magnetic field [2] and follow the behavior
of the dI=dV spectra and their numerical derivatives
d2I=dV2 [see Figs. 2(a)–2(d)]. The finite zero-field excita-
tion energy (Egap), is typically Efcc

gap $ 0:75 meV and

Ehcp
gap $ 0:19 meV. For Fefcc, E shows a linear increase as

the magnetic field increases [see Fig. 3(a)], as seen for Fe
atoms on both Cu(111) and Ag(111) [6,15]. On the other
hand, Fehcp shows an interesting nonlinear behavior in E,
W, and I as the field is increased [see Fig. 3(b)]. For
magnetic fields in the range of B ! 0–3:5 T, there is a
plateaulike behavior; namely, E, W, and I only change
slightly. For B> 3:5 T, the magnetic excitation shows a
linearly increasing trend in E andW similar to Fefcc. In the
following, these disparate trends are interpreted as conse-
quences of an out-of-plane MAE for Fefcc and an easy
plane MAE for Fehcp.
To analyze the connection between the MAE and

the binding site, we performed DFT calculations with
the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green function method
(KKR-GF) in a real-space approach [20,21]. Pt(111) is
notoriously challenging because of its high magnetic
polarizability [22,23], owing to an extended polarization
cloud that surrounds the magnetic adatom, as seen for Pd
[24–26]. In this light, we carefully checked all calculations.
For computational details see the Supplemental Material
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FIG. 1 (color online). STM constant-current images (a) before
and (b) after manipulating the top left Fe adatom from a fcc to a
hcp hollow site on Pt(111). The center of the drawn white atomic
lattice corresponds to one of two possible hollow sites. (VS !
6 mV, It ! 500 pA, T ! 0:3 K; manipulation parameters: VS !
2 mV, It ! 50 nA). The color scale represents !z ! 0:12 nm.
(c) ISTS of an Fe adatom at a hcp site (red) and a fcc site (blue)
as compared to the background spectrum on the Pt(111) sub-
strate (black). Each spectrum is vertically offset for clarity
(stabilization: VS!6mV, It!3 nA, Vmod!40!V, T ! 0:3 K).

FIG. 2 (color online). Magnetic field dependent ISTS (dI=dV
and numerically differentiated d2I=dV2) of an Fe adatom on a
fcc site [(a),(c), normalized to the substrate] and hcp site [(b),
(d), unnormalized]. The spectra in (a) and (b) are offset for
clarity. The dashed lines in (c) and (d) indicate the previously
reported excitation spectra for comparison [4]. (Stabilization:
VS ! 6 mV, It ! 3 nA, Vmod ! 40 !V, T ! 0:3 K.)
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Reachin
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Design
ing system

s with large magnetic
anisotr

opy is critical
to realize

nanosc
opic

magnets
. Thus

far, the
magnetic

anisotr
opy energy

per ato
m in single-

molecule
magnets

and ferrom
agnetic

films remains typical
ly one to two orders

of magnitu
de below

the

theore
tical lim

it imposed
by the atomic spin-or

bit inte
raction

. We realize
d the maximum

magnetic
anisotr

opy for a 3d transit
ion metal at

om by coordin
ating a single

Co atom to

the O site of an MgO(100
) surfa

ce. Sca
nning tunnel

ing spectr
oscopy

reveals
a record

-high

zero-fi
eld splittin

g of 58 millielec
tron volts as well as

slow relaxat
ion of the

Co atom’s

magnetiz
ation. T

his strikin
g behavi

or orig
inates

from the dominating
axial li

gand

field at the
O adsorp

tion site, w
hich leads to out-of-

plane uniaxia
l aniso

tropy while

preser
ving the gas-ph

ase orbital
moment of

Co, as
observ

ed with x-ray magnetic

circula
r dichr

oism.

M
agnetic

anisotr
opy (MA) prov

ides dir
ec-

tionalit
y and stabilit

y to magnetiz
ation.

Strateg
ies to scale up the MA of ferro

-

magnetic
3d metals have relied

on in-

troduci
ng heav

y elements wi
thin or next

to the f
erromagnet i

n order t
o enha

nce the
spin-

orbit co
upling

energy.
Rare-ea

rth transitio
n-metal

alloys, s
uch as TbCo

Fe (1), and
binary

multilaye
rs,

such as Co/P
t and Co/Pd

(2), are
used as mag-

netic re
cording

materials
becaus

e of their
large

perpen
dicular

MA (3). Rec
ent exp

eriments, ho
w-

ever, h
ave shown

that Co
and Fe thin films de-

posited
onmetallic o

xides su
ch as A

lOxand
MgO

present
MA energie

s on the ord
er of 1

meV/atom

(4, 5), w
hich is similar to t

hat of C
o/Pt in

terface
s

but driven
by the electro

nic hybridi
zation

be-

tween
the metal 3d

and O 2p orbitals
(6, 7). P

er-

pendic
ularmagnetic

tunnel
junctio

ns, incl
uding

CoFeB
/MgO layers,

are bei
ng inte

nsively
inves-

tigated
for non

volatile
MRAM (magnetic

random

access
memory) ap

plicatio
ns (5, 8

, 9), in
which

the late
ral dim

ensions
of amagnetic

bit app
roach

20 nm (10).

A fundam
ental c

onstrai
nt to the downs

cal-

ing of magnetic
devices

is the total a
mount o

f

MA energy
that ca

n be induce
d in the stor-

age layer,
which

limits its thermal stabilit
y

factor a
nd influen

ces the
rate of

magnetiz
ation

switchi
ng (11). A

s the dimension
s of a mag-

netic b
it shrin

k to the atomic scale, q
uantum

-

mechani
cal exc

itation
and relaxat

ion effects,

which
greatly

affect
the magnetiz

ation,
can

come into play. W
e explore

the limit of h
ow

much MA can be stored
in an atom and for

how long it can
retain

a given spin state in a

model sy
stem of a sin

gle Co
atom bound

to an

MgO layer. W
e show that this “bit” achieve

s

the maximum possibl
e MA energy

for a 3d

metal. T
his MA limit is !60 meV, set

by the

atomic spin-or
bit cou

pling strengt
h times the

unquen
ched orbital

angula
r momentum

. We

measure
d spin relaxat

ion times on the order

of 200 ms at 0.6 K and show that the rate-

limiting relaxat
ion step for a C

o atom is dete
r-

mined by the mixing of excited
spin states

into the ground
state induce

d by nonaxi
al

ligand
field component

s.

Magnetic
Anisot

ropy in Quantu
m System

s

The microsco
pic origin

of MA is the combined

effect o
f the anisotr

opy in the atom’s orbital

angular
momentum

(L), toge
ther wi

th the inte
r-

action
betwee

n L and the atom’s spin angula
r

momentum
(S). Th

is interac
tion is given

by

HSOC
= lL·S, w

here l is the atomic spin-or
bit

couplin
g parameter. In

solids a
nd molecule

s, L

tends
to align along

specific
symmetry direc-

tions, s
et by the spatial

depend
ence of the

lig-

and field. T
he stren

gth of the M
A is defin

ed here

by the so-calle
d zero-fie

ld splittin
g (ZFS) (12),

which
is the e

nergy d
ifferenc

e betwe
en the elec

-

tronic
ground

state and the first excited
state

that ha
s its sp

in pointin
g in a differ

ent dir
ection

with respect
to the gro

und state, in
the abs

ence

of an
externa

l field.
For spin-fli

p transit
ions

that le
ave L unchan

ged, th
e ZFS is thus pro-

portion
al to lL, whe

re l is ~"22 m
eV for Co (13).

Howev
er, in most magnetic

compounds
the or-

bital m
oment magnitu

de L is eithe
r quen

ched

or stro
ngly di

minished
by liga

nd field (14) an
d

hybrid
ization

(15) effects,
leading

to MA en-

ergies o
n the order o

f 0.01 m
eV/ato

m in bulk

magnets
and up to ~1 meV/ato

m in thin films

(16) an
d nanostr

uctures
(17). Ac

hieving
large ZFS
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Fig. 1.
Co on MgO

films. (A) C
onstan

t

current
STM image of

seven Co atoms on

1 ML of MgO on

Ag(100
) at T = 1.2 K

(10 pA, 50
mV, 7.5 nm !

7.5 nm). Show
n are

schem
atic diagram

s

of STM
(left) a

nd

XAS (right).
(B) DF

T-

calcula
ted structu

re

and valence
electro

n

charge
density

of one

Co atom atop an O

atom in 1 ML MgO on

Ag(100
). Char

ge

density
color s

cale is

in atomic units.

(C) Sch
ematic model

of the orbital
occupa

ncy

of Co in a free atom

(left), i
n its

4F term (L = 3, S = 3/2), a
nd Co on the MgO surface

(right).
The orbital

moment is

preserv
ed along the easy-a

xis of the Co in this cylindr
ical liga

nd field (LZ = 3, SZ = 3/2). (
D) Top

view

of ball
model of

the atomic structu
re (top) a

nd DFT calcula
tion of the

Co atom spin density
of the

valence
electro

ns (bottom
). Obliq

ue view shows
contou

rs of cons
tant positive

(red) and negativ
e

(blue)
spin polariz

ation.
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in transiti
on metals re

quires
somehow breakin

g

the spa
tial sym

metry of
the ato

mic wave
functio

ns

withou
t quen

ching the orbital
magnetiz

ation.

The most promising strateg
y to preserv

e the

large L of a free atom and induce
uniaxia

l an-

isotrop
y is to use low-coo

rdinati
on geometries,

as show
n for ato

ms depo
sited on the thr

eefold

coordin
ated sites of

a (111) su
rface (1

8, 19) a
nd

molecula
r complexes

and crystal
s with two-

coordin
ate metal sp

ecies (2
0–24).

This st
rategy,

if speci
fic con

ditions
are met, can

be brou
ght to

its limit by co
ordinat

ing one
magnetic

atom to a

single substra
te atom.

We achieve
d this extrem

e by using
cobalt,

which
has L = 3, the

highes
t in the transit

ion

metal ser
ies, and

a thin film of MgO as a sub-

strate w
ith a on

efold (“
atop”) c

oordin
ated sit

e for

adsorb
ed transiti

on metal ato
ms (25).

Co atoms

were d
eposite

d on a single
MgO layer g

rown on

Ag(100
) (26–28

). They
appear

as protru
sions

that ar
e 0.15 T

0.02 nm
high when imaged with

scanni
ng tunneli

ng microsco
py (STM

) (Fig. 1
A).

The preferr
ed binding

site, determ
ined with

density
functio

nal theory
(DFT),

is on top of

oxygen
(Fig. 1B

) (26) with four Mg atoms as

neighb
ors, res

ulting
in C4v

symmetry. D
espite

the presen
ce of thes

e four M
g atoms, the spin

density
of the

valence
electro

ns of the
Co is

rotatio
nally symmetric around

z (effecti
vely

C!v) (Fig. 1D). This axial coordin
ation

can

preserv
e the orbital

moment of
the free atom

along the vertica
l axis but qu

ench it in-pl
ane

(Fig. 1C
). The

DFT density
of stat

es of the
Co

d-level
s (Fig.

2) show
s that t

he inte
raction

with

the Mg atoms is weak and the Co dx2"y2,
dxy

orbital
s remain largely

degene
rate. T

he domi-

nant bond is betwee
n the out-of-

plane
d or-

bitals
of Co and p orbital

s of O,
resulti

ng in

an uniaxi
al liga

nd field along
z. DFT

calcu-

lations
furthe

r indica
te that th

e Co atom is

charge
-neutr

al and
has spin magnitu

de S =

1.39 T 0.05.

Measure
ment of

the ZFS with STM

We used
inelast

ic elect
ron tunnel

ing spectro
s-

copy (IETS) (
19, 29–3

2) to pr
obe the

quantum
spin

states
of the Co atoms (26). I

n such a mea-

surement, ele
ctrons

tunnelin
g from the STM tip

may transfe
r energy

and angula
r momentum

to a magnetic
atom and induce

spin-fli
p ex-

citation
s above

a thresho
ld voltage

. The IETS

spectru
m of a Co atom on 1 monolay

er (ML)

MgO at 0.6 K is show
n in Fig. 3A

. We obser
ved

a sudden
stepwis

e increas
e in conduc

tance at

T57.7 mV, sym
metric around

zero bias, a
s ex-

pected
for an inelasti

c excitati
on. Th

e dI/dV

step is magnetic
in origin and splits in

to two in

an applied
magnetic

field (Fig. 3
, B and C).

For eas
e of dis

cussion
, we be

gin by app
roximat-

ing the magnetic
state of

the Co
atom as an S =

3/2 system
with uniaxia

l aniso
tropy (later in

the paper,
we will in

clude the effects
of con

-

figurat
ion mixing and the presen

ce of large

orbital
moment). W

e assign
these excitat

ions

to transit
ions be

tween
the ground

(Sz = T3/2,

labeled
as states

0 and 1 in Fig. 3D
) and

ex-

cited states
(Sz = T1/2, st

ates 2
and 3). At z

ero

field, t
he stat

es 0 and 1, as w
ell as 2

and 3, are

degene
rate and yield identic

al exci
tation

volt-

ages (V02
= V13). T

he two steps s
hift in

accord

with Zeeman energie
s, with

the 0! 2 step shift-

ing up a
nd the

1! 3 shiftin
g down

in energy
with

increas
ing magnetic

field, to
yield a well-r

esolved

splittin
g of 1.8 T 0.2 meV at 6 T.

The IETS measurem
ents re

veal a
remarkable

ZFS of 57.7
meV betwee

n ground
and excited

states.
The ZFS is much larger

than the typical

values
of seve

ral millielec
tron volts reporte

d

before
for sing

le atoms on surface
s (19, 3

0–33),

which indicat
es an excepti

onally h
igh MA for Co

on MgO. Moreover
, the pr

esence
of the V13 ste

p,

in additio
n to the V02

step, a
t finite

magnetic

field is surpris
ing becaus

e at low
temperatur

e

(kBT<<
eV01, wh

ere kB i
s the Bo

ltzmann con
stant

and T is temperatur
e) and

low applied
voltage

(Vbias
< V02) on

e would
expect

only state 0 (the

ground
state) t

o be occupie
d for an

apprec
iable

fraction
of the t

ime. The o
bservat

ion of the 1
! 3

transiti
on for Co

on MgO is an indicat
ion that

the exc
ited state 1

has a lifetime above
1 ns (th

e

mean tunneli
ng time betwee

n electro
ns at the

measured
current

s).

Electro
nic Struct

ure Probed
with X-ray

Absorp
tion Spectr

oscopy

To underst
and the large energy

and time scales

revealed
by the I

ETS measurem
ents, we

perform
ed

x-ray absorp
tion spectro

scopy
(XAS)

of iso-

lated Co atoms depos
ited on 2 to 4 MLs of M

gO

on Ag(100
). By measurin

g the excitati
on cross-

section
for 2p to 3d transit

ions, L
-edge x-ray

absorp
tion spectra

provide
a probe

of the b
ond-

ing and the magnetic
proper

ties of transiti
on

metal ion
s (34) t

hat is h
ighly co

mplementary
to

IETS. S
pectra

acquire
d at the

L3 Co
edge with

circular
ly polariz

ed light a
re shown

in Fig. 4A

(26). Th
e XAS linesha

pe differs
from that of

Co

atoms adsor
bed on metal su

bstrate
s (18, 3

5) as

well as
from typical

CoO phases
(36), sh

owing

that th
e bondin

g of Co is specific
to the MgO

surface
. The x-ray magnetic

circula
r dichroi

sm

(XMCD) int
ensity m

easured
at norm

al incid
ence

is larger
than at grazing

inciden
ce (Fig. 4

B),

Fig. 2.
DFT spin-

resolve
d partial

densit
y

of stat
es of the

Co, O,

and Mg levels.
The figure

shows
the large ligand

field splittin
g induce

d by

O ligation
for the

out-of-

plane orbitals
and also

shows
the degene

racy

betwee
n the Co (dxz,dyz)

and (dxy,dx2!y
2) orb

itals.

Large overlap
betwee

n

the Co dz2 an
d O pz as

well as
dxz, dyz an

d px, py

orbitals
indicat

es hybrid-

ization
betwee

n Co and

O, whe
reas no Co-Mg

overlap
is visible.

Fig. 3.
Magnetic

excitat
ions

measure
d in STM at T =

0.6 K. (A)
Differe

ntial co
n-

ductan
ce spectru

m (dI/dV)
.

The tip is positio
ned above a

Co atom on 1 ML MgO on

Ag(100
) (red)

and bare MgO

(brown
). (B) E

xpande
d view

of the
steps near 58

mV for

0 T (red) a
nd 6 T (blue)

(tip

height s
etpoint

5 nA, 100
mV).

(C) Th
e step positio

n as a

functio
n of magnetic

field,

showin
g the field-in

duced

splittin
g. Only

one step is

resolva
ble at 0 T (red point).

Dashed
lines are linear

fits to the data points.

(D) Sc
hematic energy

level

diagram
. The states

are

labeled
in order o

f increa
sing energy

from 0 to 3. The
arrows

V02
and V13 ind

icate the transiti
ons

measure
d in IETS.
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We investigate the effect of H adsorption on the magnetic properties of individual Co atoms on Pt(111)

with scanning tunneling microscopy. For pristine Co atoms, we detect no inelastic features in the tunnel

spectra. Conversely, CoH and CoH
2 show a number of low-energy vibrational features in their differential

conductance identified by isotope substitution. Only the fcc-adsorbed species present conductance steps of

magnetic origin, with a field splitting identifying their effective spin as Seff ! 2 for CoH and 3=2 for CoH
2.

The exposure to H
2 and desorption through tunnel electrons allow the reversible control of the spin in half-

integer steps. Because of the presence of the surface, the hydrogen-induced spin increase is opposite to the

spin sequence of CoHn molecules in the gas phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.106807

PACS numbers: 73.22.-f, 32.10.Dk, 75.30.Gw, 75.75.-c

Individual surface-adsorbed magnetic atoms exhibit

remarkably large orbital moments and anisotropies [1–5].

Like in adsorbed single ion molecules [6–10], their chemical

environment can be tailored through exposure to reactive

molecules, thus allowing the tuning of their magnetic

properties [11]. Among the wealth of available molecules,

H
2 is of particular interest. The high reactivity of adsorbed

transition metal atoms promotes the dissociation of the H
2

molecule and the formation of metal-Hn complexes

(n ! 1; 2; 3), even at cryogenic temperatures [2,12–16].

Moreover, the relatively small H desorption barrier allows

the reversible control of the number of adsorbed hydrogen

atoms, e.g., by desorption through electrons from a scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) tip and adsorption from the gas

phase [2,15].The magnetic properties of gas phase transition-metal-

Hn complexes have been studied by means of ab initio

calculations. These calculations reveal a significant change

of the magnetic properties through hydrogenation, with a

clear tendency of decreasing spin with increasing number

of H atoms [17–19]. This results from the antiparallel spin

alignment between metal and H. In particular, for the case

of Co, the spin S ! 3=2 of the free atom is reduced to 1 and

1=2 upon the adsorption of one and two hydrogen atoms,

respectively [17–19].
The effect of hydrogen adsorption on the spin of surface-

adsorbed magnetic atoms is largely unknown. Hints that the

spin possibly changes upon H adsorption can be inferred

from the H-induced appearance [14] or disappearance

[13,15] of the Kondo effect. However, for S > 1=2 this

can also be caused by a change in magnetic anisotropy [20].

Neither the spin nor the anisotropy have been measured in

Refs. [13–15], while for Co=graphene=Pt"111# the adsorp-

tion of three H atoms was shown to reduce the anisotropy

energy [2].Here we demonstrate that the spin of individual Co

adatoms on Pt(111) can be controlled through hydrogena-

tion. This process is reversible as the H atoms can be

desorbed one by one with the STM tip. Clean cobalt atoms

on Pt(111) have S ! 1, an out-of-plane easy magnetization

axis, and a large magnetic anisotropy of 9.3$ 1.6 meV [1].

After exposure to H
2 , two complexes are formed and

identified as CoH and CoH
2 . Their differential conductance

reveals inelastic features which strongly depend on their

adsorption site. We identify the origin of these features

using isotopic substitution of H with D and external

magnetic fields up to 8 T. On the fcc site, the CoH complex

displays spin excitations and the CoH
2 complex shows a

Kondo signature. The magnetic field behavior of these

features identifies the fcc-adsorbed CoH species as effec-

tive spin Seff ! 2, and the CoH
2 complex as Seff ! 3=2,

with a Landé g factor very close to 2 in both cases.

Surprisingly, the hydrogen-induced spin increase of the

surface-adsorbed complex is opposite to the decrease in the

free molecule. The control of the spin of an individual atom

through H adsorption and desorption opens up new

possibilities to tailor the magnetism of a system down to

the atomic scale.The Pt(111) was prepared with cycles of Ar% sputtering

followed by flash annealing at 1400 K at a base pressure of

3 ! 10"10 mbar. Co atoms were deposited on the surface in

the scanning tunneling microscope at T ! 17 K with a flux
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SrTiO3. Whereas in oxygen-deficient
SrTiO3!x

and Nb-doped SrTiO3 films the Hall constant

increases markedl
y below 100 K (29), it is less

temperature depen
dent in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 hetero-

structures. In addition, the uppe
r critical field of

the heterostructures is an order of magnitude

smaller than that o
f Nb-SrTiO3 with the sam

e Tc.

Finally, our observ
ation of both supe

rconducting

and insulating behavior on the same sample,

depending on the p
recise LaAlO3 layer thickn

ess,

is very hard to reconcile with a pure oxygen

vacancy scenario.
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Large Magnetic Anisotropy of a

Single Atomic Spin Embedded in

a Surface Molecular Network

Cyrus F. Hirjibehedin,
1 Chiung-Yuan Lin,1,2 Alexander F. Otte,

1,3 Markus Ternes,
1,4

Christopher P. Lutz,
1 Barbara A. Jones,1 Andreas J. Heinrich

1

Magnetic anisotrop
y allows magnets t

o maintain their direction of magnetization over time. Using

a scanning tunneling microscope to observe spin excitations, we determined the orientation and

strength of the anisotropies of ind
ividual iron and manganese atoms on a thin layer of copper

nitride. The relative intensities of the inelastic tunneling
processes are consistent with dipolar

interactions, as se
en for inelastic neutro

n scattering. First-pr
inciples calculation

s indicate that the

magnetic atoms be
come incorporated into a polar covalent sur

face molecular network
in the

copper nitride. The
se structures, which provide atom-by-atom accessibility via local probes, have

the potential for engin
eering anisotropies large

enough to produce stable magnetization at low

temperatures for a
single atomic spin.

M
agnetic structures with only a few

atomic spins, such as single atoms

and clusters on metal surfaces (1, 2)

and molecular magnets (3–5), can exhibit

anisotropies that a
re large enough to maintain a

stable spin orientation at low temperatures. The

large anisotropies per e
ach atom in these small

clusters are of inte
rest as a possible w

ay to shrink

magnetic bits belo
w the size at which d

omains in

current thin-film magnetic materials become

unstable at room temperature. The
impending

approach of this superparamagneti
c limit (6)

threatens to halt the decades-long trend toward

ever higher storage densities in magnetic

memory. Besides
this technological rele

vance,

atomic-scale magn
etic structures are

also of great

scientific interest
because they exhibit intriguing

quantum effects (7–9) and h
ave the potential to

be

harnessed for quantum computing (10, 11).

Access to individual magnet
ic nanostructures

by

electronic transpor
t measurements is

possible with

the use of electrom
igration junctions

(12, 13) and

local probes (2, 14–18). Whereas nanoscale

junction devices may be more readily adapted

to practical applications, studies using local

probes provide an understanding of the nano-

magnet’s local en
vironment, the cru

cial determi-

nant of atomic-sca
le anisotropy.

Here we describe magnetic nanostructures

with large magnetic anisotropy that can be in-

dividually constructed, studie
d, and manipulated

with atomic-scale
precision. Individu

al Fe or Mn

atoms were placed at the desired locations on a

CuN surface by manipulation with a scanning

tunnelingmicrosc
ope (STM) tip. Our calculati

ons

indicate that the F
e and Mn atoms are embe

dded

into a molecular network of polar covalently

bonded Cu and N
atoms within the C

uN surface.

Incorporation into
the surface results

in substantial

charge transfer an
d distribution of spin polariza-

tion away from the magnetic atom and into the

molecular network. We found that inelastic

excitations of the
atomic spin (14, 15) are very

prominent in the e
lectron tunneling f

rom an STM

tip through the individual magne
tic nanostruc-

tures. Changes in
the spin-excitation

energies as a

magnetic field was
applied along three

orthogonal

axes directly yielded both the strength and

orientation of axial and transverse magnetic

anisotropy for a single magnetic atom. The

relative intensities of these inelastic excitations

are well-described by a spin-transition matrix

element that is ana
logous to that foun

d in inelastic

neutron scattering. These
nanomagnetic sys

tems

combine large magnetic anisotropies with the

flexibility that comes from being accessible on a

surface by a local probe (2, 14–18) and the

potential for cont
rol of the magnetic properties

previously available only in molecular magnet
s.

This has great pro
mise because, in th

e absence of

transverse anisotro
py, the single Fe a

tom on CuN

would have an energy-reversal ba
rrier similar in

magnitude to that
observed for atom

ic spins in the

most anisotropic configurations in molecular

magnets (4) and o
n metal surfaces (

1).

Experimentswere
conductedwith an

ultrahigh-

vacuum low-temperature S
TM with a base tem-

perature of 0.5 K. We measured the differential

conductance dI/dV
using lock-in dete

ction of the
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We have perform
ed single-

atom magnetiz
ation curve (SAMC) measurem

ents an
d inelasti

c scannin
g

tunneli
ng spectro

scopy (ISTS)
on individ

ual Fe
atoms on a Cu(1

11) sur
face. T

he SAM
Cs sho

w a broad

distribu
tion of magnetic

moments with 3:5 !B
being

the mean value.
ISTS reveals

a magnetiz
ation

excitat
ion wit

h a life
time of 20

0 fsec w
hich de

creases
by a fa

ctor of
2 upon

applica
tion of

a magnetic
field

of 12 T. The
experim

ental o
bservat

ions ar
e quantit

atively
explain

ed by the decay
of the

magnetiz
ation

excitat
ion into Stoner

modes o
f the itineran

t electr
on system

as show
n by newly

develop
ed theoret

ical

modeling
.

DOI: 1
0.1103

/PhysR
evLett.

106.03
7205

PACS
numbers: 7

5.70.Rf
, 68.37

.Ef, 75
.78.!n

Magnetic
atoms adsorbe

d on nonmagnetic
substra

tes

have been a topic of activ
e study,

both to provide
insight

into fundam
ental a

spects
of magnetis

m and as possibl
e

elements fo
r future

inform
ation te

chnolo
gy and

spin-ba
sed

computatio
n schem

es. Dep
ending

on the
type of

substra
te,

ranging
from thin insulati

ng layers
[1–3] o

ver sem
icon-

ductors
[4], to m

etals [5
–8], on

e expec
ts incre

asing h
ybrid-

ization
of the a

tom with the sub
strate s

tates. T
he itine

rant

nature
of the substra

te electro
ns plays an increas

ingly

pronou
nced role in the static and dynam

ic propert
ies of

the magnetic
atom as one progres

ses through
this se-

quence
. Spin-

polariz
ed scannin

g tunneli
ng spectro

scopy

(SPSTS
) [6] an

d inela
stic [1]

scannin
g tunne

ling spectro
s-

copy (ISTS)
or a combinatio

n of both
[3,4] p

rovide
the

only current
means to

probe m
agnetic

propert
ies and

spin

dynam
ics of isola

ted magnetic
adsorba

tes on the atomic

scale.

For magnetic
atoms weak

ly hybridi
zed with a nonm

ag-

netic su
rface, a

descrip
tion of

the atom
ic moment by a

half-

integer
spin govern

ed by anisotr
opy terms in a spin

Hamiltonian
(‘‘isola

ted spin model’’)
is sufficie

nt

[1–4,9]
. Within this ap

proxim
ation, t

he role
of the

under-

lying host co
nductio

n electro
ns is ne

glected
and the effe

ct

of the s
ubstrat

e is enc
ompassed

in the m
agnetic

anisotr
opy.

Howev
er, it ha

s been
known

for dec
ades th

at the m
agnetic

moments of
3d impurities

in a nonmagnetic
3d, 4d

or 5d

metal are
influen

ced qualita
tively by the itin

erant c
onduc-

tion electro
ns of t

he host m
aterial.

Accord
ingly, a

s theo-

reticall
y predict

ed a long time ago, the magnetiz
ation

dynam
ics of such system

s is damped by decay
into

electro
n-hole

pairs, n
amely, Sto

ner exc
itations

of the i
tin-

erant e
lectron

gas [10
]. One

conseq
uence o

f this d
ecay is

a

substan
tial g shift an

d energy
-depen

dent lin
ewidth

of the

magnetiz
ation excitat

ion if detecte
d via a local m

ethod

such as STS [10,11]
. Therefo

re the applica
tion of the

isolated
spin model to

magnetic
atoms on metals, w

hile

descrip
tive, in

adequa
tely describ

es thes
e types o

f effect
s.

This vi
ew is reinf

orced by the large excitati
on linewid

th

observe
d in previou

s ISTS
which

cannot
be describ

ed by

an appr
oach w

hich treats t
he magnetic

atom as an isolated

entity
govern

ed solely
by magnetic

anisotr
opy [7,12].

While the
effects

of Ston
er exci

tations
have be

en obse
rved

experim
entally

by spin-po
larized

electro
n-energ

y-loss

spectro
scopy o

f ferrom
agnetic

surface
s [13,1

4], an e
xperi-

mental v
erificat

ion of their
importanc

e for th
e magnetiz

a-

tion dynam
ics of i

ndividu
al impurities

is thus
far lack

ing.

In this
Letter,

we reve
al the i

tineran
t nature

of indiv
idual

Fe atom
s absor

bed on
a Cu(1

11) sur
face ut

ilizing
a combi-

nation
of sing

le-atom
magnetiz

ation curve (SAMC) mea-

surements [6
] as pro

bed by SPSTS
and tunneli

ng-elec
tron

driven
excitati

ons (ISTS)
. SAM

Cs reveal
the magnetic

moment of individ
ual Fe atoms which

is " 3:5 !B.

Complementary
to this tec

hnique
, ISTS

reveals
an anisot-

ropy gap as well
as a lar

ge line
width of the m

agnetiz
ation

excitati
on which

increas
es linea

rly with magnetic
field. In

additio
n, we

present
the first theoret

ical studies
which

incorpo
rate spin-or

bit cou
pling in the respons

e of an iso-

lated local m
oment hyb

ridized
strongl

y with the hos
t con-

duction
electro

ns. The
calcula

tions p
rovide

a quantit
ative

accoun
t of the

anisotr
opy gap

, and th
e linear

variatio
n with

magnetic
field of both

linewid
th and peak energy

in the

magnetiz
ation excitati

on spectru
m. This c

onfirms that t
he

excitati
on lifetim

e is limited by decay
into Stoner

modes

with a density
of state

s linearly
increas

ing in energy
as

predict
ed earlier

[10,11]
.

All exp
eriments we

re perf
ormed on a home-built

UHV

STM with a base temperatur
e of T # 0:3 K capable

of

applyin
g a magnetic

field B perpen
dicular

to the surface

[15]. W
tips were used for ISTS and Cr-coa

ted W tips

were used for SA
MC measurem

ents [6
,16]. T

he Cu(111
)

surface
was cleaned

by repeate
d Ar

$ sputter
ing and an-

nealing
cycles

and Co islands
were deposit

ed at room

temperatur
e with a nominal coverag

e of 0.5 ML [17].

Such is
lands h

ave sin
gle out

-of-pla
ne magnetiz

ed dom
ains
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and we
re utiliz

ed to c
onfirm

the out
-of-pla

ne sens
itivity o

f

each Cr tip [18]. S
ubsequ

ently, F
e was d

eposite
d onto the

cold surface
at T < 6 K [19]. T

his res
ults in

a statistic
al

distribu
tion of

single F
e atom

s with a
nominal co

verage
of

a few thousan
dths of

a monolay
er [Fig

. 1(a)].
The atoms

were observe
d to occupy

only one adsorpt
ion site [20].

STM topogra
phs we

re recorde
d in constan

t-curre
nt mode

at a stabiliz
ation current

Istab with a bias voltage
Vstab

applied
to the sample. SA

MCs are
recorde

d as desc
ribed

in Ref. [6
] and in the supplem

entary
material

[21]. F
or

ISTS, d
I=dV!V" i

s recor
ded in open feedba

ck mode via
a

lock-in
techniq

ue with a small modulati
on voltage

s Vmod

added
to the bia

s (f # 4:1 kHz).

In order to determ
ine the magnetic

moment of the

individ
ual Fe

atoms, we measured
the SAMCs of s

everal

single
atoms [Fig.

1(a)] u
sing an out-of

plane m
agnetiz

ed

tip [6].
dI=dV

maps acq
uired a

t variou
s B of the s

ame area

reveal m
agnetic

contras
t on top

of the F
e atom

s [21].
From

such maps, th
e spatiall

y-resol
ved magnetic

asymmetry is

calcula
ted by $dI=dV!B"" % dI=dV!B#"&=$dI=

dV!B""'

dI=dV!B#"& as gi
ven in Ref. [2

2]. Fig
ure 1(b

) illustr
ates a

magnetic
asymmetry map evaluat

ed at oppo
site sat

uration

fields
(B" # %0:4 T, B# # '0:4 T). Eac

h SAMC [e.g.,

Fig. 1(
c)] is acquire

d by extract
ing dI=dV,

for a given

atom, durin
g a B sweep

(each B value corresp
onds to

data extract
ed from one dI=dV

map). Similar curves

have be
en measured

for abo
ut 60 d

ifferent
atoms at dif

fer-

ent loc
ations w

ith diff
erent sp

in-pola
rized m

icrotips
where

each atom probed
had a minimum distanc

e of 2
nm from

any other magnetic
structu

re. All reveal
paramagnetic

behavio
r with

a satur
ation at Bsat

( 0:2 T.

Becaus
e of the

hybridi
zation

of the
atom with the sub-

strate,
a quasi

classic
al cont

inuum
model [5

,6] is a
ppropri

-

ate to d
escribe

the measured
SAMCs. Fits

utilizin
g vario

us

models produc
e a similar distribu

tion of moments as a

result
of the rather

signific
ant out-of-

plane
anisotr

opy

[23]. T
his model pr

operly
reprodu

ces the
measured

curve

if we assume an effectiv
e magnetic

moment m ( 3:5 !B

with a magnetic
anisotr

opy of ( 1 meV [Fig. 1
(c)]. T

he

histogr
am of fitte

d m for all
measured

atoms is sho
wn in

Fig. 1(d
). The a

verage
value i

s in go
od agre

ement wit
h the

density
-functi

onal th
eory (DFT)

calcula
ted total m

agnetic

moment wh
ich conside

rs both the spin and orbital
mo-

ments of the
Fe and the neighb

oring Cu atoms [23,24]
.

Howev
er, ther

e is a broad distribu
tion of the

effectiv
e m.

We specu
late on

two substra
te-mediated

effects:
(i) The

re

is a spa
tially v

arying
mean fiel

d due to
the inte

ratomic long

range RKKY
interac

tion which
mimics a differen

t effec-

tive m for each atom [6,8].
(ii) The varying

substra
te

density
of state

s result
ing from surface

-state e
lectron

scat-

tering m
ight ad

ditiona
lly cha

nge the
value o

f m. While the

detaile
d distribu

tion of m change
s when

we use differen
t

minimum separat
ion cutoffs

, the m
aximum is alwa

ys cen-

tered around
3:5 !B indepe

ndent o
f this c

hoice.

Complementary
to SAMC measurem

ents, IS
TS can re-

veal in
formation about t

he dyn
amical magnetic

propert
ies

of the F
e atoms. Figu

re 2(a)
shows

ISTS c
urves ta

ken on
an

isolated
Fe atom (top) a

nd on the Cu(111
) subst

rate (bo
t-

tom) using
the same tip atom as the magnetic

field B is

varied.
While the substra

te spectra
are relative

ly flat and
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FIG. 1
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). The
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s 90 pm. (b) S
patially

-

resolve
d magnetic

asymmetry map betwee
n saturat
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# %10 mV, Vmod
#
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lor bar
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a.u. (c)
Dots: S
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V maps by
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ng over

the signal
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m. Solid
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t to the data

using t
he cont
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model. (d

) Histo
gram of effec

tive magnetic

moments ex
tracted

from the fit t
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MCs of F
e atom

s with

minimum distanc
e 2 nm to other a

toms or Co
islands
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FIG. 2
(color

online)
. (a) ISTS at differen

t B as indicat
ed

[Istab # 1 nA, Vstab
# %10 mV, Vmod

# 0:1 mV (rms)]. Top

spectra
were taken on an Fe atom. Botto

m spectra
were taken

with the same tip on Cu (vertica
lly shifted

by %14 nS).

(b) Numerical
differen

tiation
of spectra

taken on anothe
r Fe

atom
using

a differen
t tip [Istab # 2 nA, Vstab

# %10 mV,

Vmod
# 0:05 mV (rms)]. (c)

Energy
and (d) ave

raged FWHM

(high resolut
ion data; e

rror corresp
onds to the maximum and

minimum value)
of the

excitat
ion as a functio

n of B extract
ed

from Gaussi
an fits to spectra

(b). The inset in (c) shows
a

histogr
am of the

measured
g factors

determ
ined from the slope

of (c) divided
by !B. T

he values
are extract

ed from spectra

measured
on 78 (c) and

16 (d) diff
erent a

toms.
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Experimental access of spin-excitations

Spin Excitations of Individual Fe Atoms on Pt(111): Impact of the Site-Dependent
Giant Substrate Polarization

A.A. Khajetoorians,1,* T. Schlenk,1 B. Schweflinghaus,2 M. dos Santos Dias,2 M. Steinbrecher,1 M. Bouhassoune,2

S. Lounis,2,† J. Wiebe,1,‡ and R. Wiesendanger1

1Institute of Applied Physics, Universität Hamburg, D-20355 Hamburg, Germany
2Peter Grünberg Institut and Institute for Advanced Simulation, Forschungszentrum Jülich and JARA, 52425 Jülich, Germany

(Received 22 June 2013; published 8 October 2013)

We demonstrate using inelastic scanning tunneling spectroscopy and simulations based on density

functional theory that the amplitude and sign of the magnetic anisotropy energy for a single Fe atom

adsorbed onto the Pt(111) surface can be manipulated by modifying the adatom binding site. Since the

magnitude of the measured anisotropy is remarkably small, up to an order of magnitude smaller than

previously reported, electron-hole excitations are weak and thus the spin excitation exhibits long lived

precessional lifetimes compared to the values found for the same adatom on noble metal surfaces.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.157204 PACS numbers: 85.75.!d, 31.15.!p, 75.10.Dg, 75.30.Gw

The ability to encode magnetic information in the limit
of single atoms deposited on surfaces (adatoms) relies
crucially on understanding and controlling the magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE) and the underlying magnetiza-
tion dynamics. The observation of a giant MAE of Co
adatoms on the Pt(111) surface [1] has spurred many
experimental and theoretical investigations of this property
in different nanosystems, towards the final goal of stabiliz-
ing a single magnetic adatom. Two techniques have
emerged over the last decade that allow for single atomic
spin detection, namely inelastic scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy (ISTS) [2–6] and spin-resolved scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy [6–8]. While hysteresis has yet to be
found for an isolated single adatom on a nonmagnetic
surface, it has recently been shown by these techniques
that artificially constructed ensembles of a few magnetic
atoms show evidence of stability as a result of either
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic exchange interactions
within the ensemble [9,10]. In these examples the substrate
is paramount for establishing the magnetic properties of
the ensemble and can dramatically affect the spin dynam-
ics. Ultimately, tailoring the magnetic properties on such
length scales requires a proper description of the strong
hybridization between the adatoms and the surface, and of
how this affects the static and dynamic properties of the
magnetic moments.

It remains an open question how to appropriately
describe the magnetization dynamics of atomic spins
placed on nonmagnetic surfaces, as hybridization can dra-
matically alter the magnetism of the adatom. A simple
approximation is to describe the impurity as a molecular
magnet, namely to treat the magnetic moment as a quan-
tized spin, and approximate the crystal field produced by
the substrate in terms of powers of spin operators [11].
While these approaches describe transition metal adatoms
on substrates where the atomic 3d states are well localized
[3,5,12], they fail to capture the importance of itinerant

effects, like electron-hole excitations, which arise when the
magnetic moment is strongly coupled to conduction elec-
trons, as on a metallic surface [13,14]. As we have previ-
ously shown, the itinerant character of metallic surfaces
must be considered in order to account for the measured
precessional lifetimes and the g shifts of Fe adatoms [6,15].
We report here on a surprising behavior: by monitoring

the magnetic excitations of individual atoms with ISTS, we
show that Fe adatoms on Pt(111) exhibit a relatively low
MAE and long precessional lifetime. Moreover, these
properties are strongly dependent on which hollow site
the adatom occupies. These findings are in stark contrast
to those of Ref. [4]: inelastic excitations, seen in the
absence of a magnetic field, with characteristic energies
of 10 and 6 meV for Co and Fe, respectively, were inter-
preted as magnetic excitations with extremely short preces-
sional lifetimes. After carefully reexamining the case of Fe
adatoms, we conclude that the MAE is an order of magni-
tude weaker and the precessional lifetimes are up to 2
orders of magnitude longer than originally reported.
Magnetic field dependent measurements confirm these
findings and reveal that the type of binding site can totally
reorient the preferred orientation of the magnetic moment
(parallel or perpendicular to the surface), and affect the
strength of the MAE (Ea), the precessional lifetime (!),
and the g factor, as demonstrated by atomic manipulation.
We recapture these experimental observations utilizing
first-principles approaches based upon time-dependent
density functional theory (TD DFT), from which we com-
pute the MAE and magnetic excitations, and compare them
with effective spin Hamiltonian model calculations of the
magnetic excitation spectra. We show that the binding site
dependence of the giant Pt polarization cloud created by
the Fe adatoms is crucial for describing the MAE and the
spin dynamics, revealing the itinerant nature of the system.
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was performed

in a home-built UHV STM facility at a base temperature of
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T ! 0:3 K and in magnetic fields B up to 12 T applied
perpendicular to the sample surface [16]. The STM tip was
etched from tungsten wire and in situ flashed to remove
residual contaminants. The Pt(111) surface was cleaned
in situ by repeated cycles of Ar" sputtering and annealing
to T ! 740 #C, with a final flash at T ! 1000 #C.
Subsequently, the clean surface was cooled to T $ 4 K
and exposed to Fe resulting in a distribution of single Fe
atoms on the surface residing at two surface hollow sites
(fcc, hcp) (see the Supplemental Material [17]). The dif-
ferential conductance (dI=dV) was recorded with the feed-
back off via a lock-in technique with a modulation voltage
of Vmod ! 40–200 !V and modulation frequency
fmod ! 4:1 kHz.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate atomic manipulation (see
Refs. [8,18] and the Supplemental Material [17]) of an Fe
adatom residing on the Pt(111) surface induced by the
STM tip from a fcc hollow site (Fefcc) to a hcp hollow
site (Fehcp). STS recorded on top of both Fefcc and Fehcp
[see Fig. 1(c)], before and after manipulation, exhibits
strong steplike features symmetric to EF below jVSj<
1 meV for each binding site. These steps are characterized
by their position (E), width (W), and intensity (I). Fehcp
shows a smaller E, a stronger excitation intensity, and a
narrower width as compared to Fefcc at B ! 0 T. STS done
on many other Fe adatoms displays the same behavior.

The step intensities are typically I fcc $ 8% and Ihcp $
12%. Such features can be identified as a tunneling-
induced excitation of the adatom, when compared to the
substrate [19]. Both types of spectra can be reproduced by
manipulating the same atom between different binding
sites, anywhere on the clean surface, demonstrating that
E, W, and I are binding site dependent.
To confirm that we measure inelastic magnetic excita-

tions, we apply a magnetic field [2] and follow the behavior
of the dI=dV spectra and their numerical derivatives
d2I=dV2 [see Figs. 2(a)–2(d)]. The finite zero-field excita-
tion energy (Egap), is typically Efcc

gap $ 0:75 meV and

Ehcp
gap $ 0:19 meV. For Fefcc, E shows a linear increase as

the magnetic field increases [see Fig. 3(a)], as seen for Fe
atoms on both Cu(111) and Ag(111) [6,15]. On the other
hand, Fehcp shows an interesting nonlinear behavior in E,
W, and I as the field is increased [see Fig. 3(b)]. For
magnetic fields in the range of B ! 0–3:5 T, there is a
plateaulike behavior; namely, E, W, and I only change
slightly. For B> 3:5 T, the magnetic excitation shows a
linearly increasing trend in E andW similar to Fefcc. In the
following, these disparate trends are interpreted as conse-
quences of an out-of-plane MAE for Fefcc and an easy
plane MAE for Fehcp.
To analyze the connection between the MAE and

the binding site, we performed DFT calculations with
the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green function method
(KKR-GF) in a real-space approach [20,21]. Pt(111) is
notoriously challenging because of its high magnetic
polarizability [22,23], owing to an extended polarization
cloud that surrounds the magnetic adatom, as seen for Pd
[24–26]. In this light, we carefully checked all calculations.
For computational details see the Supplemental Material
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FIG. 1 (color online). STM constant-current images (a) before
and (b) after manipulating the top left Fe adatom from a fcc to a
hcp hollow site on Pt(111). The center of the drawn white atomic
lattice corresponds to one of two possible hollow sites. (VS !
6 mV, It ! 500 pA, T ! 0:3 K; manipulation parameters: VS !
2 mV, It ! 50 nA). The color scale represents !z ! 0:12 nm.
(c) ISTS of an Fe adatom at a hcp site (red) and a fcc site (blue)
as compared to the background spectrum on the Pt(111) sub-
strate (black). Each spectrum is vertically offset for clarity
(stabilization: VS!6mV, It!3 nA, Vmod!40!V, T ! 0:3 K).

FIG. 2 (color online). Magnetic field dependent ISTS (dI=dV
and numerically differentiated d2I=dV2) of an Fe adatom on a
fcc site [(a),(c), normalized to the substrate] and hcp site [(b),
(d), unnormalized]. The spectra in (a) and (b) are offset for
clarity. The dashed lines in (c) and (d) indicate the previously
reported excitation spectra for comparison [4]. (Stabilization:
VS ! 6 mV, It ! 3 nA, Vmod ! 40 !V, T ! 0:3 K.)
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Design
ing system

s with large magnetic
anisotr

opy is critical
to realize

nanosc
opic

magnets
. Thus

far, the
magnetic

anisotr
opy energy

per ato
m in single-

molecule
magnets

and ferrom
agnetic

films remains typical
ly one to two orders

of magnitu
de below

the

theore
tical lim

it imposed
by the atomic spin-or

bit inte
raction

. We realize
d the maximum

magnetic
anisotr

opy for a 3d transit
ion metal at

om by coordin
ating a single

Co atom to

the O site of an MgO(100
) surfa

ce. Sca
nning tunnel

ing spectr
oscopy

reveals
a record

-high

zero-fi
eld splittin

g of 58 millielec
tron volts as well as

slow relaxat
ion of the

Co atom’s

magnetiz
ation. T

his strikin
g behavi

or orig
inates

from the dominating
axial li

gand

field at the
O adsorp

tion site, w
hich leads to out-of-

plane uniaxia
l aniso

tropy while

preser
ving the gas-ph

ase orbital
moment of

Co, as
observ

ed with x-ray magnetic

circula
r dichr

oism.

M
agnetic

anisotr
opy (MA) prov

ides dir
ec-

tionalit
y and stabilit

y to magnetiz
ation.

Strateg
ies to scale up the MA of ferro

-

magnetic
3d metals have relied

on in-

troduci
ng heav

y elements wi
thin or next

to the f
erromagnet i

n order t
o enha

nce the
spin-

orbit co
upling

energy.
Rare-ea

rth transitio
n-metal

alloys, s
uch as TbCo

Fe (1), and
binary

multilaye
rs,

such as Co/P
t and Co/Pd

(2), are
used as mag-

netic re
cording

materials
becaus

e of their
large

perpen
dicular

MA (3). Rec
ent exp

eriments, ho
w-

ever, h
ave shown

that Co
and Fe thin films de-

posited
onmetallic o

xides su
ch as A

lOxand
MgO

present
MA energie

s on the ord
er of 1

meV/atom

(4, 5), w
hich is similar to t

hat of C
o/Pt in

terface
s

but driven
by the electro

nic hybridi
zation

be-

tween
the metal 3d

and O 2p orbitals
(6, 7). P

er-

pendic
ularmagnetic

tunnel
junctio

ns, incl
uding

CoFeB
/MgO layers,

are bei
ng inte

nsively
inves-

tigated
for non

volatile
MRAM (magnetic

random

access
memory) ap

plicatio
ns (5, 8

, 9), in
which

the late
ral dim

ensions
of amagnetic

bit app
roach

20 nm (10).

A fundam
ental c

onstrai
nt to the downs

cal-

ing of magnetic
devices

is the total a
mount o

f

MA energy
that ca

n be induce
d in the stor-

age layer,
which

limits its thermal stabilit
y

factor a
nd influen

ces the
rate of

magnetiz
ation

switchi
ng (11). A

s the dimension
s of a mag-

netic b
it shrin

k to the atomic scale, q
uantum

-

mechani
cal exc

itation
and relaxat

ion effects,

which
greatly

affect
the magnetiz

ation,
can

come into play. W
e explore

the limit of h
ow

much MA can be stored
in an atom and for

how long it can
retain

a given spin state in a

model sy
stem of a sin

gle Co
atom bound

to an

MgO layer. W
e show that this “bit” achieve

s

the maximum possibl
e MA energy

for a 3d

metal. T
his MA limit is !60 meV, set

by the

atomic spin-or
bit cou

pling strengt
h times the

unquen
ched orbital

angula
r momentum

. We

measure
d spin relaxat

ion times on the order

of 200 ms at 0.6 K and show that the rate-

limiting relaxat
ion step for a C

o atom is dete
r-

mined by the mixing of excited
spin states

into the ground
state induce

d by nonaxi
al

ligand
field component

s.

Magnetic
Anisot

ropy in Quantu
m System

s

The microsco
pic origin

of MA is the combined

effect o
f the anisotr

opy in the atom’s orbital

angular
momentum

(L), toge
ther wi

th the inte
r-

action
betwee

n L and the atom’s spin angula
r

momentum
(S). Th

is interac
tion is given

by

HSOC
= lL·S, w

here l is the atomic spin-or
bit

couplin
g parameter. In

solids a
nd molecule

s, L

tends
to align along

specific
symmetry direc-

tions, s
et by the spatial

depend
ence of the

lig-

and field. T
he stren

gth of the M
A is defin

ed here

by the so-calle
d zero-fie

ld splittin
g (ZFS) (12),

which
is the e

nergy d
ifferenc

e betwe
en the elec

-

tronic
ground

state and the first excited
state

that ha
s its sp

in pointin
g in a differ

ent dir
ection

with respect
to the gro

und state, in
the abs

ence

of an
externa

l field.
For spin-fli

p transit
ions

that le
ave L unchan

ged, th
e ZFS is thus pro-

portion
al to lL, whe

re l is ~"22 m
eV for Co (13).

Howev
er, in most magnetic

compounds
the or-

bital m
oment magnitu

de L is eithe
r quen

ched

or stro
ngly di

minished
by liga

nd field (14) an
d

hybrid
ization

(15) effects,
leading

to MA en-

ergies o
n the order o

f 0.01 m
eV/ato

m in bulk

magnets
and up to ~1 meV/ato

m in thin films

(16) an
d nanostr

uctures
(17). Ac

hieving
large ZFS
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Fig. 1.
Co on MgO

films. (A) C
onstan

t

current
STM image of

seven Co atoms on

1 ML of MgO on

Ag(100
) at T = 1.2 K

(10 pA, 50
mV, 7.5 nm !

7.5 nm). Show
n are

schem
atic diagram

s

of STM
(left) a

nd

XAS (right).
(B) DF

T-

calcula
ted structu

re

and valence
electro

n

charge
density

of one

Co atom atop an O

atom in 1 ML MgO on

Ag(100
). Char

ge

density
color s

cale is

in atomic units.

(C) Sch
ematic model

of the orbital
occupa

ncy

of Co in a free atom

(left), i
n its

4F term (L = 3, S = 3/2), a
nd Co on the MgO surface

(right).
The orbital

moment is

preserv
ed along the easy-a

xis of the Co in this cylindr
ical liga

nd field (LZ = 3, SZ = 3/2). (
D) Top

view

of ball
model of

the atomic structu
re (top) a

nd DFT calcula
tion of the

Co atom spin density
of the

valence
electro

ns (bottom
). Obliq

ue view shows
contou

rs of cons
tant positive

(red) and negativ
e

(blue)
spin polariz

ation.
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in transiti
on metals re

quires
somehow breakin

g

the spa
tial sym

metry of
the ato

mic wave
functio

ns

withou
t quen

ching the orbital
magnetiz

ation.

The most promising strateg
y to preserv

e the

large L of a free atom and induce
uniaxia

l an-

isotrop
y is to use low-coo

rdinati
on geometries,

as show
n for ato

ms depo
sited on the thr

eefold

coordin
ated sites of

a (111) su
rface (1

8, 19) a
nd

molecula
r complexes

and crystal
s with two-

coordin
ate metal sp

ecies (2
0–24).

This st
rategy,

if speci
fic con

ditions
are met, can

be brou
ght to

its limit by co
ordinat

ing one
magnetic

atom to a

single substra
te atom.

We achieve
d this extrem

e by using
cobalt,

which
has L = 3, the

highes
t in the transit

ion

metal ser
ies, and

a thin film of MgO as a sub-

strate w
ith a on

efold (“
atop”) c

oordin
ated sit

e for

adsorb
ed transiti

on metal ato
ms (25).

Co atoms

were d
eposite

d on a single
MgO layer g

rown on

Ag(100
) (26–28

). They
appear

as protru
sions

that ar
e 0.15 T

0.02 nm
high when imaged with

scanni
ng tunneli

ng microsco
py (STM

) (Fig. 1
A).

The preferr
ed binding

site, determ
ined with

density
functio

nal theory
(DFT),

is on top of

oxygen
(Fig. 1B

) (26) with four Mg atoms as

neighb
ors, res

ulting
in C4v

symmetry. D
espite

the presen
ce of thes

e four M
g atoms, the spin

density
of the

valence
electro

ns of the
Co is

rotatio
nally symmetric around

z (effecti
vely

C!v) (Fig. 1D). This axial coordin
ation

can

preserv
e the orbital

moment of
the free atom

along the vertica
l axis but qu

ench it in-pl
ane

(Fig. 1C
). The

DFT density
of stat

es of the
Co

d-level
s (Fig.

2) show
s that t

he inte
raction

with

the Mg atoms is weak and the Co dx2"y2,
dxy

orbital
s remain largely

degene
rate. T

he domi-

nant bond is betwee
n the out-of-

plane
d or-

bitals
of Co and p orbital

s of O,
resulti

ng in

an uniaxi
al liga

nd field along
z. DFT

calcu-

lations
furthe

r indica
te that th

e Co atom is

charge
-neutr

al and
has spin magnitu

de S =

1.39 T 0.05.

Measure
ment of

the ZFS with STM

We used
inelast

ic elect
ron tunnel

ing spectro
s-

copy (IETS) (
19, 29–3

2) to pr
obe the

quantum
spin

states
of the Co atoms (26). I

n such a mea-

surement, ele
ctrons

tunnelin
g from the STM tip

may transfe
r energy

and angula
r momentum

to a magnetic
atom and induce

spin-fli
p ex-

citation
s above

a thresho
ld voltage

. The IETS

spectru
m of a Co atom on 1 monolay

er (ML)

MgO at 0.6 K is show
n in Fig. 3A

. We obser
ved

a sudden
stepwis

e increas
e in conduc

tance at

T57.7 mV, sym
metric around

zero bias, a
s ex-

pected
for an inelasti

c excitati
on. Th

e dI/dV

step is magnetic
in origin and splits in

to two in

an applied
magnetic

field (Fig. 3
, B and C).

For eas
e of dis

cussion
, we be

gin by app
roximat-

ing the magnetic
state of

the Co
atom as an S =

3/2 system
with uniaxia

l aniso
tropy (later in

the paper,
we will in

clude the effects
of con

-

figurat
ion mixing and the presen

ce of large

orbital
moment). W

e assign
these excitat

ions

to transit
ions be

tween
the ground

(Sz = T3/2,

labeled
as states

0 and 1 in Fig. 3D
) and

ex-

cited states
(Sz = T1/2, st

ates 2
and 3). At z

ero

field, t
he stat

es 0 and 1, as w
ell as 2

and 3, are

degene
rate and yield identic

al exci
tation

volt-

ages (V02
= V13). T

he two steps s
hift in

accord

with Zeeman energie
s, with

the 0! 2 step shift-

ing up a
nd the

1! 3 shiftin
g down

in energy
with

increas
ing magnetic

field, to
yield a well-r

esolved

splittin
g of 1.8 T 0.2 meV at 6 T.

The IETS measurem
ents re

veal a
remarkable

ZFS of 57.7
meV betwee

n ground
and excited

states.
The ZFS is much larger

than the typical

values
of seve

ral millielec
tron volts reporte

d

before
for sing

le atoms on surface
s (19, 3

0–33),

which indicat
es an excepti

onally h
igh MA for Co

on MgO. Moreover
, the pr

esence
of the V13 ste

p,

in additio
n to the V02

step, a
t finite

magnetic

field is surpris
ing becaus

e at low
temperatur

e

(kBT<<
eV01, wh

ere kB i
s the Bo

ltzmann con
stant

and T is temperatur
e) and

low applied
voltage

(Vbias
< V02) on

e would
expect

only state 0 (the

ground
state) t

o be occupie
d for an

apprec
iable

fraction
of the t

ime. The o
bservat

ion of the 1
! 3

transiti
on for Co

on MgO is an indicat
ion that

the exc
ited state 1

has a lifetime above
1 ns (th

e

mean tunneli
ng time betwee

n electro
ns at the

measured
current

s).

Electro
nic Struct

ure Probed
with X-ray

Absorp
tion Spectr

oscopy

To underst
and the large energy

and time scales

revealed
by the I

ETS measurem
ents, we

perform
ed

x-ray absorp
tion spectro

scopy
(XAS)

of iso-

lated Co atoms depos
ited on 2 to 4 MLs of M

gO

on Ag(100
). By measurin

g the excitati
on cross-

section
for 2p to 3d transit

ions, L
-edge x-ray

absorp
tion spectra

provide
a probe

of the b
ond-

ing and the magnetic
proper

ties of transiti
on

metal ion
s (34) t

hat is h
ighly co

mplementary
to

IETS. S
pectra

acquire
d at the

L3 Co
edge with

circular
ly polariz

ed light a
re shown

in Fig. 4A

(26). Th
e XAS linesha

pe differs
from that of

Co

atoms adsor
bed on metal su

bstrate
s (18, 3

5) as

well as
from typical

CoO phases
(36), sh

owing

that th
e bondin

g of Co is specific
to the MgO

surface
. The x-ray magnetic

circula
r dichroi

sm

(XMCD) int
ensity m

easured
at norm

al incid
ence

is larger
than at grazing

inciden
ce (Fig. 4

B),

Fig. 2.
DFT spin-

resolve
d partial

densit
y

of stat
es of the

Co, O,

and Mg levels.
The figure

shows
the large ligand

field splittin
g induce

d by

O ligation
for the

out-of-

plane orbitals
and also

shows
the degene

racy

betwee
n the Co (dxz,dyz)

and (dxy,dx2!y
2) orb

itals.

Large overlap
betwee

n

the Co dz2 an
d O pz as

well as
dxz, dyz an

d px, py

orbitals
indicat

es hybrid-

ization
betwee

n Co and

O, whe
reas no Co-Mg

overlap
is visible.

Fig. 3.
Magnetic

excitat
ions

measure
d in STM at T =

0.6 K. (A)
Differe

ntial co
n-

ductan
ce spectru

m (dI/dV)
.

The tip is positio
ned above a

Co atom on 1 ML MgO on

Ag(100
) (red)

and bare MgO

(brown
). (B) E

xpande
d view

of the
steps near 58

mV for

0 T (red) a
nd 6 T (blue)

(tip

height s
etpoint

5 nA, 100
mV).

(C) Th
e step positio

n as a

functio
n of magnetic

field,

showin
g the field-in

duced

splittin
g. Only

one step is

resolva
ble at 0 T (red point).

Dashed
lines are linear

fits to the data points.

(D) Sc
hematic energy

level

diagram
. The states

are

labeled
in order o

f increa
sing energy

from 0 to 3. The
arrows

V02
and V13 ind

icate the transiti
ons

measure
d in IETS.
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We investigate the effect of H adsorption on the magnetic properties of individual Co atoms on Pt(111)

with scanning tunneling microscopy. For pristine Co atoms, we detect no inelastic features in the tunnel

spectra. Conversely, CoH and CoH
2 show a number of low-energy vibrational features in their differential

conductance identified by isotope substitution. Only the fcc-adsorbed species present conductance steps of

magnetic origin, with a field splitting identifying their effective spin as Seff ! 2 for CoH and 3=2 for CoH
2.

The exposure to H
2 and desorption through tunnel electrons allow the reversible control of the spin in half-

integer steps. Because of the presence of the surface, the hydrogen-induced spin increase is opposite to the

spin sequence of CoHn molecules in the gas phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.106807

PACS numbers: 73.22.-f, 32.10.Dk, 75.30.Gw, 75.75.-c

Individual surface-adsorbed magnetic atoms exhibit

remarkably large orbital moments and anisotropies [1–5].

Like in adsorbed single ion molecules [6–10], their chemical

environment can be tailored through exposure to reactive

molecules, thus allowing the tuning of their magnetic

properties [11]. Among the wealth of available molecules,

H
2 is of particular interest. The high reactivity of adsorbed

transition metal atoms promotes the dissociation of the H
2

molecule and the formation of metal-Hn complexes

(n ! 1; 2; 3), even at cryogenic temperatures [2,12–16].

Moreover, the relatively small H desorption barrier allows

the reversible control of the number of adsorbed hydrogen

atoms, e.g., by desorption through electrons from a scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) tip and adsorption from the gas

phase [2,15].The magnetic properties of gas phase transition-metal-

Hn complexes have been studied by means of ab initio

calculations. These calculations reveal a significant change

of the magnetic properties through hydrogenation, with a

clear tendency of decreasing spin with increasing number

of H atoms [17–19]. This results from the antiparallel spin

alignment between metal and H. In particular, for the case

of Co, the spin S ! 3=2 of the free atom is reduced to 1 and

1=2 upon the adsorption of one and two hydrogen atoms,

respectively [17–19].
The effect of hydrogen adsorption on the spin of surface-

adsorbed magnetic atoms is largely unknown. Hints that the

spin possibly changes upon H adsorption can be inferred

from the H-induced appearance [14] or disappearance

[13,15] of the Kondo effect. However, for S > 1=2 this

can also be caused by a change in magnetic anisotropy [20].

Neither the spin nor the anisotropy have been measured in

Refs. [13–15], while for Co=graphene=Pt"111# the adsorp-

tion of three H atoms was shown to reduce the anisotropy

energy [2].Here we demonstrate that the spin of individual Co

adatoms on Pt(111) can be controlled through hydrogena-

tion. This process is reversible as the H atoms can be

desorbed one by one with the STM tip. Clean cobalt atoms

on Pt(111) have S ! 1, an out-of-plane easy magnetization

axis, and a large magnetic anisotropy of 9.3$ 1.6 meV [1].

After exposure to H
2 , two complexes are formed and

identified as CoH and CoH
2 . Their differential conductance

reveals inelastic features which strongly depend on their

adsorption site. We identify the origin of these features

using isotopic substitution of H with D and external

magnetic fields up to 8 T. On the fcc site, the CoH complex

displays spin excitations and the CoH
2 complex shows a

Kondo signature. The magnetic field behavior of these

features identifies the fcc-adsorbed CoH species as effec-

tive spin Seff ! 2, and the CoH
2 complex as Seff ! 3=2,

with a Landé g factor very close to 2 in both cases.

Surprisingly, the hydrogen-induced spin increase of the

surface-adsorbed complex is opposite to the decrease in the

free molecule. The control of the spin of an individual atom

through H adsorption and desorption opens up new

possibilities to tailor the magnetism of a system down to

the atomic scale.The Pt(111) was prepared with cycles of Ar% sputtering

followed by flash annealing at 1400 K at a base pressure of

3 ! 10"10 mbar. Co atoms were deposited on the surface in

the scanning tunneling microscope at T ! 17 K with a flux
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derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution (23).
To fit our experimental data, we combine
temperature with other sources of broadening
by using an effective temperature (24). From
the fits we extract the Zeeman splitting % for
each value of magnetic field. We display the
measured dI/dV curves in Fig. 2A by normal-
izing them to unity for voltages outside of the
spin-flip region, by using the fit to establish
the large-voltage conductance.

The measured Zeeman splitting is propor-
tional to the magnetic field (Fig. 2B, black
points). The data fit well with a straight line
through the origin and a slope that corre-
sponds to g 0 1.88 T 0.02 (25). A different Mn
atom, this one within 1 nm of the edge of an
oxide patch, shows a significantly different g
value (red points) of g 0 2.01 T 0.03. The only
difference between these two Mn atoms is the
local environment: They have different lateral
distances to bare metal region; they may sit at
different binding sites in the oxide unit cell;

and perhaps more importantly, we expect the
oxide patch to show reconstruction near the
boundary to minimize its energy. We are not
aware of any studies of the detailed atomic
structure of the oxide patches near their
boundaries. We have verified that the values
we measure for % are insensitive to the height
and lateral position of the tip, indicating that
the tip serves as a nonperturbative probe of
the spin properties of the adsorbed atom.

Mn atoms on the oxide that are laterally
near metal-oxide interfaces (e.g., Fig. 3A) can
exhibit spectra that are markedly different
from those of the isolated Mn atoms on oxide
terraces. Both of the interfacial Mn atoms in
Fig. 3A have an apparent height similar to that
of single Mn on oxide terraces. Whereas the
left Mn atom shows an IETS spectrum similar
to those in Figs. 1 and 2, the right Mn atom
shows much larger (È60%) steps in conduct-
ance (Fig. 3B). In addition, Fig. 3B shows a
peak at zero field and zero bias. This peak
splits and shifts to higher energy as the mag-
netic field is increased. Although the magni-
tude decreases sharply with field, the peaks
remain clearly present at all magnetic fields.
This behavior agrees well with the perturba-
tion theory that was developed in the context
of planar tunneling devices (5).

The relative strength of the zero-bias
conductance peak and spin-flip steps can vary
dramatically. Figure 3C shows an example of
a Mn atom (or cluster) where the conductance
peak dominates the spin-flip steps. At zero
field, the zero-bias conductance is enhanced
by a factor of È5 relative to the background.
The peak splits with magnetic field, and no
clear spin-flip steps are observed.

The spectra in Fig. 3, B and C, show the
hallmarks of a Kondo resonance: a narrow
conductance peak with Lorentzian shape at
zero bias that splits with magnetic field. The
Kondo effect reflects the spin-flip interactions
of conduction electrons with a localized mag-
netic impurity. The full width at half maxi-
mum of the resonance can be used to extract a
Kondo temperature of TK È 3 K in Fig. 3B,
and TK È 6 K in Fig. 3C (26, 27). The en-
hanced zero-bias conductance seen here is a
simpler manifestation of Kondo physics
than obtained in previous STM studies, where
a more complicated Fano line shape for
Kondo resonances reflected interference ef-
fects (12, 13, 26, 27). Unlike these earlier
STM studies, where magnetic atoms were di-
rectly adsorbed on a metal surface, here the
interaction between the Mn atom and the NiAl
conduction electrons is mediated by an oxide
film. We note that Mn adsorbed directly on
NiAl does not show any Kondo signature in
the 1- to 100-meV energy range studied here.

The zero-bias conductance peak for Mn on
Al2O3 is comparable to Kondo effects ob-
served in other nanostructures (9–11). How-
ever, the device characteristics in these

nanostructures varied considerably, due pre-
sumably to uncontrolled variations in the mole-
cular conformation, binding sites, electrode
structures, and neighboring molecules. It is
one of the strengths of STM to be able to
characterize and control each of these variables.

The zero-bias anomaly in thin-film tunnel
junctions showed a spin-flip channel with
inhomogeneous broadening that was much
larger than the sample temperature. This
broad linewidth was attributed in part to the
spatial average over impurities in the junction
with differing g values (3, 4). Our observa-
tions indicate that such spatially averaged
studies may reflect not only different g
values but also site-dependent amplitudes
for the spin-flip and Kondo channels.

The ability to directly measure the g value
of individual atoms with the STM enables
site-specific study of magnetic moments.
When combined with the STM_s capability
to assemble atomically precise structures, spin
excitations can now be studied in custom-
engineered nanostructures. If atoms with spins
can be coupled to each other in a controlled
fashion, it might be possible to use the spin
degree of freedom to transmit and process
information on the atomic scale (28).
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Fig. 3. Conductance spectra of Mn showing
Kondo resonances. (A) Topograph (6 nm by 10
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metal. (B) Conductance spectra of the Mn
atom at top center in (A). The zero-field spec-
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Single-Atom Spin-Flip
Spectroscopy

A. J. Heinrich,* J. A. Gupta, C. P. Lutz, D. M. Eigler

We demonstrate the ability to measure the energy required to flip the spin of
single adsorbed atoms. A low-temperature, high–magnetic field scanning
tunneling microscope was used to measure the spin excitation spectra of
individual manganese atoms adsorbed on Al2O3 islands on a NiAl surface. We
find pronounced variations of the spin-flip spectra for manganese atoms in
different local environments.

The magnetic properties of nanometer-scale
structures are of fundamental interest and may
play a role in future technologies, including
classical and quantum computation. Such mag-

netic structures are composed of magnetic
atoms in precise arrangements. The magnetic
properties of each atom are profoundly influ-
enced by its local environment. Magnetic
properties of atoms in a solid can be probed by
placing the atoms in tunnel junctions. Early
experiments with planar metal-oxide-metal
tunnel junctions doped with paramagnetic
impurities exhibited surprisingly complex con-

ductance spectra described as Bzero-bias anom-
alies[ (1–4). Such anomalies were shown to
reflect both spin-flips driven by inelastic
electron scattering and Kondo interactions of
magnetic impurities with tunneling electrons
(5–7). Single, albeit unknown, magnetic im-
purities were later studied in nanoscopic tunnel
junctions (8, 9). Recently, magnetic properties
of single-molecule transistors that incorporated
either one or two magnetic atoms were probed
by means of their elastic conductance spectra
(10, 11). These measurements determined g
values and showed field-split Kondo reso-
nances due to the embedded magnetic atoms.

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
offers the ability to study single magnetic
moments in a precisely characterized local
environment and to probe the variations in
magnetic properties with atomic-scale spatial
resolution. Previous STM studies of atomic-
scale magnetism include Kondo resonances of
magnetic atoms on metal surfaces (12, 13), in-
creased noise at the Larmor frequency (14, 15),

IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 650
Harry Road, San Jose, CA 95120, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
E-mail: heinrich@almaden.ibm.com
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Inelastic Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Lifetime limitation–Interactions    
by conduction electrons

Excitation spectrum
Fe adatom/Cu(111)

Lifetime = couple of hundred femtosec

theory

experiment

Khajetoorians, Lounis, et al. PRL ‘11

Lounis et al., PRL ‘10 & PRB ’11 & ‘14
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Theoretical framework I
Ground state properties

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method / DFT

Crystal surface

G0 G 

Cluster on surface

€ 

n(E) = −1/π ImG(E)

Reference system → New systemDyson eq.:

No periodic supercell needed
Takes into account the infinite 
system

€ 

G(E) =G0 (E) +G0 (E)V G(E)

www.judft.de 

(**) Development teams II - FLAPW & more

Fleur: G. Bihlmayer, D. Wortmann, G. Michalicek, U. Alekseeva (JARA-HPC)
Spex: E. Sasioglu, M. Betzinger , Ch. Friedrich
Extensions: J. Bröder, G. Müller, P. Buhl, C.Niu, G. Geranton, F. Freimuth, Y. Mokrousov
juRS: P. Baumeister (JSC), M. Gibertini, S. Tsukamoto

(*) Development teams I – KKR

KKRnano: M. Bornemann, R. Kováčik, P. Baumeister (JSC), R. Zeller (PGI-2/IAS-3)
KKRimp and KKprime: D. Bauer, N.H. Long, P. Rüßmann, B. Zimmermann, Ph. Mavropoulos
KKRsusc: B. Schweflinghaus, J. Bouaziz, S. Brinker,

M. dos Santos Dias, S. Lounis

Programme Future Information Technology | Topic 2: Controlling Spin-based Phenomena | Institute: PGI-1

juDFT
Ab-initio codes for the exploration of complex materials on massively parallel 
computers

Philipp Rüßmann, Marcel Bornemann, Jens Bröder
and the development teams(*,**) at PGI-1 and IAS

• Highly accurate relativistic full-potential 
calculations with predictive power

• Development of massively parallel density 
functional theory (DFT) codes for first principles 
simulations of complex systems

• Capability for high throughput calculations
• Complementary plane-wave and Green function 

techniques within DFT and beyond

Website: www.fz-juelich.de/pgi/pgi-1 and  www.judft.de
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GeSbTe: A phase change material

KKRimp

KKprime

KKRsusc

• Highly accurate all-electron method
• Disorder and crystal imperfections in 2D and 3D
• Self-consistent impurity embedding 
• Efficient extraction of magnetic coupling Tensors

• Highly parallelized Fermi surface code
• Scattering properties off impurities
• Transport properties using a semi-classical 

Boltzmann formalism

• TD-DFT & many body perturbation theory
• Dynamical magnetic susceptibility
• Electron-magnon scattering
• Non-local orbital magnetization 

The Jülich KKR package
Green-function-based relativistic full-potential density functional
theory and beyond

Ongoing work and future developments

• Making Fleur a quantum engine for a materials discovery lab
• electronically more complex systems (RPA total energy) in Fleur
• materials with nontrivial spin-fluctuations (GW+fRG) in Spex
• Bethe-Salpeter equation for optical absorption and vertex

corrections (GW! ) in Spex
• TI/FM/Superconductor interfaces in KKR (BdG theory)
• KKRsusc1?
• KKRsusc2?
• ab-initio spin-dynamics in KKRnano
• Improving high-performance capabilities and GPU acceleration

together with the POWER Acceleration and Design Center (JSC
and IBM) lead by Prof. Dirk Pleiter and the Simulation Laboratory
Quantum Materials (JSC) lead by Dr. Edoardo Di Napoli

Massively parallel DFT calculations for large systems
First principles methods for the exa-scale era

• Linear scaling density functional theory
• Hundred thousand of inequivalent atoms
• new possibilities to study chemical and 

structural disorder, doping or single and 
line defects in various materials

• Real space projector augmented plane wave method
• Designed for massive parallelism

Member of JSCs HiQ club with 
demonstrated scaling capabilities 

• Automated interactive infrastructure and database for 
computational science

• Materials screening and automated high throughput 
design

• Wannier90 interface for topological invariants and 
topological properties (e.g. topological Hall effect)

• Atomistic spin-dynamics solving the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (http://spirit-code.github.io)Spirit

Interfaces to other software packages

nanoskyrmion lattice of Fe on Ir(111)

Jülich FLAPW code family
Relativistic full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method
for 1D, 2D and 3D systems

• Complex non-collinear magnetic structures
• Analysis and prediction of spin-orbit materials
• Transport properties (e.g. AHE, SOT)
• Beyond simple functionals : OEP+EEX 

• Many-body perturbation theory (GW, QSGW, GT) 
including SOC

• Hubbard parameters in constraint RPA
• Magnons using GW and ladder diagrams
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Theoretical framework II
Intrinsic spin-excitations

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method / TD-DFT www.judft.de 

�⇥Bext
j (⇥r 0, t0)

�mi(�r, t)

�ij(⇥r,⇥r
0; t, t0)

z

Probe response functions: Output =     * Inputχ

Information on spin-excitations encoded in           : 
Density of Spin Excitation States

Im χ

3

transverse spin excitations. The energy integration in
Eq. 3 is performed as detailed also in that reference.

The adatom-projected local density of states of Cr,
Mn, Fe and Co adatoms on the Cu(111) surface is shown
in Fig. 1. Some groundstate properties of the adatoms
are listed in Table I. The MAE is calculated by band
energy di↵erences following the magnetic version of the
force theorem [23],

Ea ⇡ Eband[B
xcêx]� Eband[B

xcêz] (11)

Cr and Mn prefer an in-plane orientation of the magnetic
moment, while Fe and Co an out-of-plane one.

Table I also lists the spin moment as computed from
the magnetization sum rule, mz, as well as the contri-
bution not generated directly by the xc field, �mz (see
Eq. 10). The small discrepancy between mspin and mz

arises from the finite basis set; the former is computed
from a single GF, while the latter is obtained from the
product of two GFs, as shown in Eq. 5. This error is com-
parable to or larger than �mz, which arises directly from
SOC and the external magnetic field. Adjusting the xc
kernel via Eq. 10, consistency between the susceptibility,
the spin splitting and the magnetization is regained.

Eq. 2 is solved using the full basis expansion of the
GFs, but for discussion we define an averaged quantity,
corresponding to the net response to a spatially uniform
monochromatic magnetic field:

�↵�(!) =

Z
d~r

Z
d~r 0 �↵�(~r ,~r

0;!) (12)

Let us begin by discussing the impact of SOC on the av-
eraged KS susceptibility. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows
that the imaginary part of �KS

+�(!) is linear in this fre-
quency region (this is also true for the real part). As this
quantity describes spin-flip excitations between occupied
and empty states, it provides the density of Stoner ex-
citations. SOC is found to have a negligible impact on
�KS

+�(!) for the Cr and Mn adatoms, in line with the low
orbital magnetic moment and MAE. For Fe SOC causes
a significant change only on the static KS susceptibility
(⇠ 0.2%), while for Co there is also a increase in the slope
of the imaginary part by 12%.

Consider now the full response function. The longitu-
dinal and transverse parts of the magnetic susceptibility
are found to be weakly coupled by SOC. The imaginary
part of the dominant eigenvalue of �(!) corresponds to
the density of states of the magnetic excitations, and is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 for the adatoms. The
resonances at finite frequency in zero external field cor-
relate with the MAE of the adatoms (Table I). Without
enforcing the sum rule all adatoms display resonances in
the meV range; such spurious unphysical behavior is thus
successfully corrected.

Next we focus on the e↵ect of a static magnetic field,
~Bext, on the spin excitations of the Fe adatom. The
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FIG. 2. Density of transverse spin excitations for Cr, Mn,

Fe and Co adatoms on the Cu(111) surface, for Bext
= 0.

Left: from the imaginary part of the KS susceptibility, Eq. 3;

this quantity determines the lifetime of the spin excitations.

Right: from the imaginary part of the full dynamical suscep-

tibility, Eq. 2; the peak positions at finite frequency result

from the MAE, as interpreted via the LLG model, Eq. 18.
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FIG. 3. Frequency !max at which Im� is maximum vs applied

external magnetic field, Bext
, for the Fe adatom on Cu(111).

The static field was applied in the surface plane (circles), or

normal to the surface, with spin-only (squares) or spin and

orbital coupling (triangles). The g value from the linear fit

should be compared with the values predicted by the LLG

model, Eq. 18, given in Table II.

field is applied normal to the surface or in the surface
plane, with or without the orbital Zeeman contribution
(see Eq. 4). The peak location in �(!), !max, is shown in
Fig. 3 for both cases. The field normal to the surface is
the high symmetry situation, which results in the linear
Zeeman shift. Here the impact of the orbital contribu-
tion to the g-factor is clear. When the field is applied in
the surface plane, the equilibrium direction of the spin
moment cants away from the anisotropy easy axis, un-
til a critical field value is reached (!max = 0 in Fig. 3),
beyond which it points always parallel to ~Bext.
To characterize the main resonance in �(!), we use a

simple model of the spin dynamics, the LLG equation [1]:

d~m

dt
= �� ~m⇥ ~Be↵ + ⌘

~m

m
⇥
d~m

dt
, ~Be↵ = �

@E

@ ~m
(13)

with � the gyromagnetic factor and ⌘ the damping pa-
rameter. The e↵ective field ~Be↵ is defined by the model

χ =

χ xx χ xy χ xz χ x0
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Challenges:
SOC + non-col.

Lounis et al., PRL ‘10
Lounis et al., PRB ‘11
Lounis et al., Surf. Sc. ‘14

dS Dias et al., PRB ‘15
Lounis et al., PRB. ‘15
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Theoretical framework II
Intrinsic spin-excitations

χKS
ij,αβ (r, !r ;ω) = − 1

π
dzf (z)Tr(σ αGij (

r, !r ;z+ω)σ β ImGji (

!r , r;z)∫

                                              +σ α ImGij
↓(r, !r ;z)σ βGji

−↑(!r , r;z−ω))

In practice use of Dyson-like equation

3 4 =
3"# 4

1 − 8$%(4)3"# 4

www.judft.de 
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Dezember 14, 2011 Mathias C.T.D. Mueller

      self-energy from a simple model

Connecting theory with experiment

GT
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Theoretical framework II
Intrinsic spin-excitations

Kohn-Sham susceptibility without SOC

u No SOC + collinear magnetism: longitudinal and transverse parts decouple

,
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Dynamical transverse magnetic susceptibility
www.judft.de

Challenge:

u Energies of interest (meV)    vs Error in well converged calculation (meV)

Lounis, Costa, Muniz, Mills, PRL 2010 & PRB 2011

Solution: Key relation: spin density sum rule

u No SOC: magnetization sum rule  è existence of Goldstone mode

u Mathematically true for the ALDA kernel – has to be enforced numerically

mz
i (r ) = dr '∫ χKS

ij (r, "r ;0)Bxc
j (r ') ≡ 2

π
Im dE  G↓↓(r, "r ;E)

EF∫ Bxc
j (r ')G↑↑(r ', r;E)

G↑↑ G↑↓

G↓↑ G↓↓

#

$
%%

&

'
((

New:

dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis,  PRB (2015)

G↑↑(r, r ';E)−G↓↓(r, $r ;E) = dr1∫ dr2∫ G↓↓(r, r1;E)Δ(
r1,
r2;E)G

↑↑(r2,
r ';E)

Δ(r1,
r2;E) = 2 Bxc (

r1)+ξ (r1)Lz( )δ(r1 −
r2 )

                    +ξ (r1)L− G↓(r1,
r2;E)L+ξ (r2 )−ξ (r1)L+ G↑(r1,

r2;E)L−ξ (r2 )

u With SOC: magnetization sum rule  è No Goldstone mode

G↑↑ 0
0 G↓↓
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$
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s.lounis@fz-juelich.de
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Linewidth / lifetime:

e-h excitations

Resonance energy:

Magnetic anisotropy energy ~ 2γ
)*+
,!

Density of Spin Excitation States: Dissection

4d adatoms / Ag(100)

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Blügel, Lounis, Nanoletters (2016)
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Density of Spin Excitation States: Dissection

4d adatoms / Ag(100)

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Blügel, Lounis, Nanoletters (2016)

EF

DOS

Spin up Spin down

Im χ"# 4 ~ − : ;↑(<');↓(<')4

Link to electronic structure

Lounis et al. PRB (2015)

Lounis et al., PRL. (2010)
Lounis et al., PRB (2011)

Guimaraes et al. JPCM (2019)
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Theoretical framework III
Interaction of electrons & spin-excitations 

www.judft.de 

Doniach, Engelsberg, PRL 17, 750 ‘66
Hertz, Edwards, J. Phys. F: Metal Phys. 3, 2174 ‘73
Hong, Mills, PRB 59, 13840 ‘99
Zhukov, Chulkov, Echenique, PRL 93, 096401 ‘04
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Bouaziz et al. Nat. Commun 11, 6112 (2020)
Schweflinghaus et al. Phys. Rev. B 89, 235439 (2014)

Σ ∝Gχ

ImΣ)*
↑↑ >' + V = −

+!+"
, ∫-

. !4 Im3)*
/0 4 Im B)*

↓↓ >' + V − 4

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method / MBPT
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Theoretical framework III
Interaction of electrons & spin-excitations 

www.judft.de 

Doniach, Engelsberg, PRL 17, 750 ‘66
Hertz, Edwards, J. Phys. F: Metal Phys. 3, 2174 ‘73
Hong, Mills, PRB 59, 13840 ‘99
Zhukov, Chulkov, Echenique, PRL 93, 096401 ‘04
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Σadatom

C123,123 = B123,123 + B123,252678 Σ252678 B252678,123

Bouaziz et al. Nat. Commun 11, 6112 (2020)
Schweflinghaus et al. Phys. Rev. B 89, 235439 (2014)

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method / MBPT
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Theoretical framework III
Interaction of electrons & spin-excitations 

www.judft.de 

Doniach, Engelsberg, PRL 17, 750 ‘66
Hertz, Edwards, J. Phys. F: Metal Phys. 3, 2174 ‘73
Hong, Mills, PRB 59, 13840 ‘99
Zhukov, Chulkov, Echenique, PRL 93, 096401 ‘04

D = E + E3-D = E + E3 E

Bouaziz et al. Nat. Commun 11, 6112 (2020)
Schweflinghaus et al. Phys. Rev. B 89, 235439 (2014)

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method / MBPT

Connection to the GT approach

See e.g.: Essenberger et al. PRB 90, 214504 (2014)

with 3 =
3-

" − E3-

BD = BE + BE3-D = BE + BE3 E
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Fe atom on various surfaces

Cu(111) Ag(111) Pt(111)-fcc Pt(111)-hcp
magnetic
moment

~3.3 µB ~3.5 µB ~3.5 µB ~3.5 µB

Resonance
position

~1 meV ~1 meV ~1 meV 2.5 meV

g-factor 1.97
(exp: 2.1)

3.3
(exp: 3.1)

2.24
(exp: 2.4)

2.18
(exp: 2.0)

lifetime τ
(B=0)

440 fsec
(exp: 200 fsec)

200 fsec
(exp: 400 fsec)

4.8 ps
(exp: 2.5 ps)

1.2 ps
(exp: 0.7 ps)

source Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 
037205 (2011)
Science 339, 55 (2013)

Phys. Rev. B 84, 
212401, (2011)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 
157204 (2013)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 
157204 (2013)

s.lounis@fz-juelich.deSamir Lounis
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Zero-bias anomalies: Co-adatom/noble metals

Bouaziz, Guimaraes, Lounis, Nature Comm. 11, 6112 (2020)
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Ground state properties

result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and
the ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary
part for a given spin channel & after taking the trace over
angular momentum indices, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and
the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance
located at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-
hole excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy # after taking the trace over angular momentum indices, which inherits the information on the
presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS
at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the
LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected
from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic
spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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In the Kondo eVect, a localized magnetic moment is screened

by forming a correlated electron system with the surrounding

conduction electrons of a non-magnetic host
1
. Spin S = 1/2

Kondo systems have been investigated extensively in theory and

experiments, but magnetic atoms often have a larger spin
2
.

Larger spins are subject to the influence of magnetocrystalline

anisotropy, which describes the dependence of the magnetic

moment’s energy on the orientation of the spin relative to

its surrounding atomic environment
3,4

. Here we demonstrate

the decisive role of magnetic anisotropy in the physics of

Kondo screening. A scanning tunnelling microscope is used

to simultaneously determine the magnitude of the spin, the

magnetic anisotropy and the Kondo properties of individual

magnetic atoms on a surface. We find that a Kondo resonance

emerges for large-spin atoms only when the magnetic anisotropy

creates degenerate ground-state levels that are connected by the

spin flip of a screening electron. The magnetic anisotropy also

determines how the Kondo resonance evolves in a magnetic field:

the resonance peak splits at rates that are strongly direction

dependent. These rates are well described by the energies of the

underlying unscreened spin states.

A low density of magnetic impurities in a non-magnetic host
metal can have dramatic eVects on the magnetic, thermodynamic
and electrical properties of the material owing to the Kondo eVect,
a many-body interaction between the metal’s conduction electrons
and the electron spin of the localized magnetic impurity5. This
interaction gives rise to a narrow, pronounced peak in the density
of states close to the Fermi energy1. The past decade has seen
a surge of interest in the Kondo screening of individual atomic
spins, as a result of experimental advances in probing individual
magnetic atoms by using scanning tunnelling microscopes6,7 and
single-molecule transistors8,9. When magnetic atoms are placed on
metal surfaces the Kondo interaction between the localized spin
and the conduction electrons is very strong, leading to high Kondo
temperatures TK, in the range from 40 to 200 K (ref. 10). In order
to probe the Kondo physics it is desirable to reduce this interaction
so that the Kondo screening competes on an equal footing with
external influences such as magnetic fields. It was shown recently
that this can be achieved by incorporating a decoupling layer
between the atomic spin and the screening conduction electrons11.
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Figure 1 Temperature dependence of the Kondo resonance of a Co atom. The
left inset shows a schematic drawing of a single Co atom bound on top of a Cu atom
of the Cu2N surface. Through the Cu2N layer the Co atom is coupled to the electron
sea of the bulk copper, which can Kondo screen the localized spin on the atom. The
main panel shows differential-conductance (dI/dV ) spectra measured with the tip
positioned over a Co atom at 0.5 K and higher temperatures. For each spectrum the
tip height was adjusted to give a 10 M� tunnel junction (V= 10 mV, I= 1 nA). The
red curves show fits to Fano functions broadened by the temperature of the probing
tip (Fano lineshape parameter q= 17±2). The right inset shows the intrinsic
full-width at half-maximum of the peak as a function of the sample temperature T.
The error bars account for uncertainties in the temperature of the tip (see the
Methods section). The solid black line shows a best fit to the function
[(↵kBT )2 + (2kBTK )2]1/2, which describes the intrinsic width of the Kondo
resonance in a Fermi-liquid model17. For T� TK the width approaches linear
behaviour with a slope ↵ = 5.4±0.1 (red line).

In the current study, individual Co and Ti atoms are separated
from a Cu(100) crystal by a monolayer of copper nitride (Cu2N)
(ref. 12) as sketched in the left inset of Fig. 1. We used a home-built
ultrahigh-vacuum scanning tunnelling microscope with 0.5 K
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result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and
the ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary
part for a given spin channel & after taking the trace over
angular momentum indices, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and
the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance
located at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-
hole excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy # after taking the trace over angular momentum indices, which inherits the information on the
presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS
at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the
LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected
from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic
spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and
the ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary
part for a given spin channel & after taking the trace over
angular momentum indices, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and
the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance
located at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-
hole excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy # after taking the trace over angular momentum indices, which inherits the information on the
presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS
at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the
LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected
from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic
spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and the
ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary part for a
given spin channel &, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and

the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or
from tracking the intersections of Green functions and self-

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance located
at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-hole
excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy #, which inherits the information on the presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps
above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the
interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-
spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the
majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the
interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and the
ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary part for a
given spin channel &, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and

the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or
from tracking the intersections of Green functions and self-

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance located
at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-hole
excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy #, which inherits the information on the presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps
above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the
interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-
spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the
majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the
interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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Figure 1: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy probing the differential conductance of a Co

adatom. (a) Illustration of the tip of a microscope scanning the surface of Au(111) on which

an fcc Co adatom is deposited. (b) The differential conductance, dI/dV , measured at T = 6 K 17

compared to first-principles results. As deduced from the change of the LDOS owing to the pres-

ence of spin-excitations, �n, the zero-bias anomaly stems from gaped spin-excitations and the

presence of a many-body bound state, a spinaron, at positive bias voltage. The experimental data

adapted with permission from IOP Publishing – Japan Society of Applied Physics – Copyright

(2005).
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ISTS for Co adatom on Au(111)

Spinaron: Many-body state resulting from 
interaction of electron and spin-excitations

result of electron-hole excitations of opposite spins41,42, the life-
time ! of the SE is reduced down to 0.29 ps (! ! _

!, " being the
resonance width at half maximum). A simpli!ed theory indicates
that this effective damping is enhanced by the !nite LDOS at the
Fermi energy, which settles the density of electron-hole excita-
tions38. The interaction of electrons and spin-excitations is
incorporated in the so-called self-energy. It is represented by a
complex quantity, with the real part shifting the energy of the
electrons, and the imaginary part describing their inverse life-
times. The signi!cant components of the self-energy are spin
diagonal, considering that the contribution of the off-diagonal
elements is negligible for the investigated C3v-symmetric adatom-
substrate systems (see Supplementary Note 1). These quantities
are computed from the dynamical susceptibilities #"$# and the
ground-state density n0(%). For instance, the imaginary part for a
given spin channel &, Im "&&"%F $ V#, is proportional toR%V
0 d$ n!&0"%F $ V $ $# Im #&!&;!&&"$#, i.e. it is a convolution of

the ground-state density, n0(%), of the opposite spin-character and

the SE density integrated over the bias voltage of interest. This
quantity is plotted in Fig. 2b. Two steps are present, one for each
spin channel, located at positive (negative) bias voltage for the
minority (majority) self-energy. This is expected from the inte-
gration of the SE density over a resonance. As the self-energy of a
given spin-channel is proportional to the LDOS of the opposite
spin-character, the majority-spin self-energy has a higher inten-
sity than the minority one, as expected from adatom LDOS
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which decreases substantially the lifetime of
the majority-spin electrons compared to that of minority-spin
type.

The ground-state LDOS, n&0"%#, of Co adatom (depicted in
Fig. 2c as black lines) varies very weakly for a bias voltage range
of ~60 meV at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The LDOS is then
renormalized by the SE-electron interaction upon solving the
Dyson equation

GR"%# ! &1% G"%#""%#'%1G"%#; "1#

from which the renormalized LDOS is obtained by tracing over
site, spin and angular momenta of the Green function:
n"%# ! % 1

' Im Tr GR"%#.
At the adatom site (Fig. 2c), step-like features arise in the

LDOS at the SE energy. The minority-spin LDOS hosts one single
feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the correspond-
ing self-energy. In contrast, the majority-spin LDOS is marked
with an additional feature at positive voltage, which we identify as
a many-body bound state — a spinaron. One can recognize it
(spinaron) either from a one-to-one comparison between the
spin-resolved LDOS and the self-energy, as being a feature not
present in the latter one (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) or
from tracking the intersections of Green functions and self-

Table 1 Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag,
and Au(111) surfaces.

Surface ! (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin("B) Morb("B)

Cu(111) 0.098 4.29 2.02 0.47
Ag(111) 0.088 3.27 2.21 0.70
Au(111) 0.073 4.46 2.22 0.44

Lifetime of the transverse spin excitations !, magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude
of the spin Mspin("B) and orbital moments Morb("B). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that
the magnetic moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.
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Fig. 2 Spin-excitations, self-energies and local density of states for Co adatom/Au(111). a Density of spin-excitations showing a broad resonance located
at 6.8 meV, due to the adatom’s magnetic anisotropy energy. The lifetime of the spin-excitation is 0.29 ps, which is mainly settled by electron-hole
excitations. b Spin-resolved electronic self-energy #, which inherits the information on the presence of the spin-excitation by hosting asymmetric steps
above and below the Fermi energy. ! (") stands for majority-spin (minority-spin) . c LDOS at the adatom site before (n0) and after (n) accounting for the
interaction between electrons and the spin-excitation. d Spin-resolved change in the LDOS (!n) calculated in the vacuum above the adatom. The minority-
spin channel shows a low-intensity feature above the Fermi energy as expected from the corresponding self-energy. The large feature present in the
majority-spin channel is composed of two steps, one originating from the intrinsic spin-excitation while the other is the spinaron, arising from the
interaction of electrons and spin-excitations.
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energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and
experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations

combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
signatures and the spinaron. The weight and shape of each of
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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Surface ⌧ (ps) MAE (meV) Mspin(µB) Morb(µB)

Cu(111) 0.39 4.29 2.02 0.47

Ag(111) 0.35 3.27 2.21 0.70

Au(111) 0.29 4.46 2.22 0.44

Table 1: Basic calculated properties of Co adatom on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. Lifetime

of the transverse spin excitations ⌧ , magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MAE), amplitude of the spin

Mspin(µB) and orbital moments Morb(µB). The positive sign of the MAE indicates that the magnetic

moment points perpendicular to the three investigated substrates.

Surface E0(meV) T eff
K (K) T exp

K (K) q qexp

Cu(111) 3.74 37.3 44.9 [57 17] 0.42 0.38 [0.5 13]

Ag(111) 4.71 89.4 73 [56 41,45] -0.05 -0.004 [0.02±0.02 41,45]

Au(111) 10.61 67.5 91 [76±8 17] 0.55 0.45 [0.7 17]

Table 2: Fitted Fano parameters for a single Co adatom deposited on Cu, Ag and Au(111)

surfaces. The resonance formula used for fitting is given in Eq. (2). The effective Kondo tem-

perature T eff
K and the coupling parameter q extracted from our own fits of the experimental and

theoretical spectra are compared to those published in Refs. 13, 17, 41, 45 (values between brackets).
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from tracking the intersections of Green functions and self-
energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and

experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations
combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Zero-bias anomalies calculated and measured on Co adatoms on Cu

and Ag(001) surfaces as well as Ti adatom on Ag(001) surface. For Co/Cu(001), the agreement
with the experimental data [1, 2] is not as perfect as it is on the (111) surfaces. We recover, however, the
observed step-like behavior. A reason could be the underestimation of the magnetic anisotropy energy of Co
on Cu(001), which can shift slightly the spectrum around. For Co/Ag(001), the agreement is rather good
when compared to the data of Ternes et al. [3]. It is interesting to notice, however, that the measurements
of Wahl et al. [4] lead to di↵erent spectra. The disagreement between the two experimental data can be
surprising at first sight. We conjecture that this can be induced by the presence of hydrogen or by the
di↵erence in the probing tip, which can change the shape of the features. This strongly motivates further
experimental investigations. The case of of Ti/Ag(001) measured by measured by Nagaoka et al. [5] is rather
reasonably described by our theory. Our zero-bias anomaly is sharper than the experimental one. Overall,
the agreement between theory and experiment is rather good on the (001) surfaces, which indicates that
spin-excitations, as discussed in the main text, is a plausible origin of the low-energy features on the (001)
surfaces of Cu and Ag, similarly to the (111) surfaces. Note that the position of the theoretically obtained
features hinges on the ability to evaluate the magnetic anisotropy energy of the adatoms, which is not always
trivial. The experimental data adapted with permission from Refs. 1–5. Copyright (2002), (2004) and (2007)
by the American Physical Society and (2008) by IOP Publishing.
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The dI!dV spectrum of an individual Ti atom at T !
6.8 K can be seen in Fig. 2. The dominant feature of
this spectrum is the sharp edge that rises as voltage is in-
creased over a width of 10 mV at V ! 0 (this corresponds
to the Fermi level, EF ). Similar spectra were reproduced
for dozens of differently prepared STM tips on dozens of
different Ti monomers [spectra taken over bare Ag(100)
revealed no features in this energy range]. This spectrum
is similar to Ti monomer spectra measured on Au(111)
[12]. As with the Ti!Au(111) system, the spectrum shown
in Fig. 2 can also be decomposed into a narrow Fano reso-
nance at EF and a broader Fano resonance located slightly
above EF . The dashed lines of Fig. 2 show these two com-
ponents and the good fit that is obtained from their sum
[13]. Each of these two Fano resonance components has
the following function form [4,5,7,8,14–16]:

dI
dV

"V # ~
"´0 1 q#2

1 1 ´02 , ´0 !
eV 2 ´0

G
. (1)

Here q reflects the quality of the tip-adsorbate coupling, ´0
is the energy location of the resonance, and 2G is the reso-
nance width (FWHM) [4,5,7,8,14–16]. The narrow reso-
nance seen at EF in Fig. 2 has a width of only 10.5 mV,
and so is identified as a Kondo resonance [8,12]. The other,
broader, resonance has a width of 78 mV, and thus likely
originates from a bare Ti d resonance [12].

In order to achieve the goal of observing the tempera-
ture dependence of the Kondo resonance, dI!dV spectra

FIG. 2. The solid curve shows the dI!dV spectrum of a single
Ti monomer on Ag(100) at 6.8 K. The dashed curves show two
Fano resonances extracted from the experimental spectrum and
the fit that is obtained by summing them [13]. The two extracted
resonances are identified as a Kondo resonance and a Ti bare d
resonance (the fit resonances have been shifted vertically for
viewing).

were measured on individual Ti atoms over the tempera-
ture range T ! 6.8 49.0 K. At each temperature the STM
and sample were allowed to thermally equilibrate over
12 hours, and at least 15 spectra were acquired and av-
eraged. Figure 3(a) shows the results of these measure-
ments. The sharp edge of the Kondo resonance is seen to
strongly broaden as the temperature is increased. We note
that, while the observed spectral line shapes reveal intrinsic
adatom electronic behavior, the relative overall amplitude
between spectra does not reflect an intrinsic adatom prop-
erty due to the use of different tips at different temperatures
and the subsequent presence of constant multiplicative off-
sets in dI!dV . The curves are thus normalized at EF .

It is nontrivial to extract intrinsic, temperature dependent
density-of-states features from tunneling spectra because
of the existence of thermal smearing introduced by the
tunneling mechanism. The role of thermal smearing in
tunneling measurements can be seen in a standard relation
for STM dI!dV spectra [17]:

dI
dV

"V , T # !
Z `

2`
rtrs"E, T# d

dV
F"E 2 eV , T # dE .

(2)

Here rS"E,T# is the desired energy and temperature de-
pendent local density of states (LDOS) of the surface (a
Ti monomer in our case), rt is the LDOS of the STM tip
(assumed to be featureless based on bare Ag spectra), and
F"E, T # is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. In order
to extract intrinsic Ti LDOS features from our spectra at
higher temperatures, two Fano resonance line shapes (as
shown in Fig. 2) were summed and thermally broadened
using Eq. (2) before being fitted to each experimental spec-
tra in Fig. 3(a) (the fit quality at each temperature was at
least as good as that seen in Fig. 2). The results of this
iterative thermal deconvolution procedure can be seen in
Fig. 3(b), which shows the temperature dependent Kondo

FIG. 3. (a) Average dI!dV spectra of Ti monomers over the
temperature range T ! 6.8 49.0 K. (b) Intrinsic temperature
dependence of the Ti Kondo resonance extracted from the spec-
tra in (a) after the thermal deconvolution described in text.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Zero-bias anomalies calculated and measured on Co adatoms on Cu

and Ag(001) surfaces as well as Ti adatom on Ag(001) surface. For Co/Cu(001), the agreement
with the experimental data [1, 2] is not as perfect as it is on the (111) surfaces. We recover, however, the
observed step-like behavior. A reason could be the underestimation of the magnetic anisotropy energy of Co
on Cu(001), which can shift slightly the spectrum around. For Co/Ag(001), the agreement is rather good
when compared to the data of Ternes et al. [3]. It is interesting to notice, however, that the measurements
of Wahl et al. [4] lead to di↵erent spectra. The disagreement between the two experimental data can be
surprising at first sight. We conjecture that this can be induced by the presence of hydrogen or by the
di↵erence in the probing tip, which can change the shape of the features. This strongly motivates further
experimental investigations. The case of of Ti/Ag(001) measured by measured by Nagaoka et al. [5] is rather
reasonably described by our theory. Our zero-bias anomaly is sharper than the experimental one. Overall,
the agreement between theory and experiment is rather good on the (001) surfaces, which indicates that
spin-excitations, as discussed in the main text, is a plausible origin of the low-energy features on the (001)
surfaces of Cu and Ag, similarly to the (111) surfaces. Note that the position of the theoretically obtained
features hinges on the ability to evaluate the magnetic anisotropy energy of the adatoms, which is not always
trivial. The experimental data adapted with permission from Refs. 1–5. Copyright (2002), (2004) and (2007)
by the American Physical Society and (2008) by IOP Publishing.
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Impact of a magnetic field

energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and
experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations

combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
signatures and the spinaron. The weight and shape of each of
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Theoretical scanning tunneling spectroscopy spectra probing the

di↵erential conductance of a Co adatom on Au(111). After applying a magnetic field, the spin-
resolved spectra of the zero-bias signals (shown in Fig. 3C of the main text) experience various changes.
The signature of the spin-excitation in the minority-spin channel moves to larger energies, as expected.
The spinaron, living in the majority-spin channel, also shifts to higher energies. This occurs as a result of
the increase of the spin-excitation gap upon application of the magnetic field. The intrinsic spin-excitation
expected at negative bias voltage should shift to lower energies as well. However, it is di�cult to track its low
signal, that is caused by the large imaginary part of the corresponding self-energy, which considerably lowers
the lifetime of the majority-spin electrons. In other words, the expected feature is much broader than the
one occurring in the minority-spin channel. Overall, we notice that all features experience a decrease in their
lifetimes since more electron-hole excitations are allowed when increasing the excitation energy. Summing
up both spin-channels, as done in Fig. 3C, leads to two steps with a dip in-between. The dip shifts to higher
energies, while the gap increases in magnitude after application of the magnetic field.
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Impact of a magnetic field

energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and
experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations

combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
signatures and the spinaron. The weight and shape of each of
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and
experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations

combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
signatures and the spinaron. The weight and shape of each of
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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energies leading to the vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (1).
The presence of spin-!uctuations affect the electronic behavior in
terms of the electron-SE interaction encoded in the self-energy.
This additional interaction can act as an attractive potential
permitting the localization of electrons in a "nite energy window,
giving rise to a bound state. The spinaron emerges then when the
denominator of the Dyson equation, Eq. (1), cancels out, i.e. when
Re!G!" # 1, which occurs for the dz2 orbital having the ideal
symmetry to be detected by STS, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figs. 5 and 6. The spinaron is characterized by an energy and a
lifetime (settled by Im!G!"), both affected by the spin-orbit
interaction, since it dictates the magnitude of the SE-gap de"ning
the self-energy, and the electron-hole excitations.

The adatom electronic features decay into the vacuum, which
are probed by the STS-tip in terms of the differential
conductance. The signature of the SE is better seen in the change
of the vacuum LDOS, "n= n! n0, illustrated in Fig. 1b and
being spin-decomposed in Fig. 2d. One sees that the origin of the
two steps and their asymmetry observed experimentally and
theoretically is the concomitant contribution of the spin-
excitation features and the spinaron. The signal is mainly
emanating from the majority-spin LDOS, with the spinaron
showing up as a step being higher than the one corresponding to
the intrinsic SE below the Fermi energy. We note that the
spinaron bears similarities to the spin polaron suggested to exist
in halfmetallic ferromagnets43.

Systematic study of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag, Au(111) surfaces.
We performed a systematic comparison between simulated and
experimental data and evidenced that the the spin-excitations

combined with the spinaron are generic features for Co adatoms
deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111). The agreement
shown in Fig. 3a is staggering, certifying that the result obtained
for Au(111) surface is not accidental. Similarly to Au, the spi-
naron originates from the dz2 on Ag and Cu, conferring the right
symmetry to be detected ef"ciently with STS (more details are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). This enforces our view
that the experimentally observed zero-bias features for Co ada-
toms are captured by gaped SEs. The energies and lifetimes
(!spinaron, "spinaron) of the spinarons as obtained from the theo-
retical spectra in vacuum are: (4.42 meV, 0.34 ps), (12.6 meV,
0.20 ps) and (9.41 meV, 0.20 ps) for Cu, Ag, and Au(111),
respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude than those
of the intrinsic spin-excitations listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the
lifetimes of the latter excitations increase slightly on Cu and Ag
surfaces when compared to that obtained on Au. Interestingly,
the spectra obtained for Co/Cu(111) are in line with those
reported in ref. 48 based on a simpli"ed theoretical approach
(more details are provided in Supplementary Note 2).

Merino and Gunnarsson49 suggested that the surface states of
the investigated substrates give rise to the particular shape of the
low-energy excitations. In the case of Ag(111), STS experiments
showed the possible alteration of the tunneling signal depending
on the scattering of the Ag surface state at surrounding defects
and step edges50. When compared to other surfaces (see
Supplementary Fig. 1), our theory indicates that the surface
states are important to enhance the overall signal in the vacuum
while the main origin of the spectral anomalies of the isolated
adatoms is a combination of the intrinsic spin-excitations
signatures and the spinaron. The weight and shape of each of
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Fig. 3 Systematic tunneling transport spectra of Co adatoms on Cu, Ag and Au(111) surfaces. a Excellent agreement between the !rst-principles spectra
and those measured with STS at temperatures of 1.2 K13, 1.1 K44, 6 K17. b Spin-resolved spectra indicating that spin-polarized spectroscopy can reshape the
measured differential conductance, which would help to disentangle the various contributions to the spectra. The total (solid) signal is obtained by the sum
of both spin channels, which were shifted for a better visualization and comparison. c Response of the zero-bias anomalies to magnetic !elds. The spin-
excitation gap opens while the dip moves to larger energies. Large magnetic !eld are possible in some STS setups (14 T45 or even 38 T46,47). d Proximity
effects can be used via neighboring adatoms and by depositing thin !lms of noble metals on a ferromagnetic substrate, where the magnetic exchange
interaction felt by the adatom acts as an effective magnetic !eld. The experimental data in a adapted with permission from IOP Publishing for Cu13 and
from the Japan Society of Applied Physics—Copyright (2005) for Au17 as well as from Nature Publishing Group for Ag44.
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Co adatom on Au(111)
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Supplement

Supplementary Figure 4: Comparison of the renormalized local density of states of Co adatoms

on the three surfaces Cu, Ag, Au(111). Black full (dashed) lines correspond to the majority-spin
(minority-spin states), while the full red lines depict the total density of states. The theoretical inelastic
spectra are calculated in the vacuum as a result of the decay of adatoms electronic states. Therefore the
shape of the signature of the spin-excitations and of the spinaron do not have to be the same in the adatom
and in the vacuum.

Supplementary Figure 5: Orbital-resolved renormalized local density of states of Co adatoms

on the three surfaces Cu, Ag, Au(111). Full (dashed) lines correspond to the majority-spin (minority-
spin) channel. The spinaron emerges from the majority-spin dz2 orbital (full blue line).

4

Bouaziz, Guimaraes, Lounis, Nature Commun. 11, 6112 (2020)
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Supplement

Supplementary Figure 6: Orbital-resolved real part of inverse Green function and self-energy

of the majority spin channel of Co adatoms on Cu(111) surface. The intersection occurring in the
dz2 -orbital leads to a vanishing denominator of the Eq 1 of the main text and, therefore, to the spinaron.
The contribution of Im[G(")]Im[⌃(")] (and other interference e↵ects) shifts the spinaron to lower energies.

5

Bouaziz, Guimaraes, Lounis, Nature Commun. 11, 6112 (2020)
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Supplement
Supplementary Figure 2: Total spin-polarized local density of states of a Co adatom on Cu,

Ag and Au(111) surfaces. The minority-spin state (lower panel) for Co on Ag(111) is sharper due to the
weaker strength of the hybridization of the electronic states of the adatom and the substrate, when compared
to Au or Cu(111).

Supplementary Figure 3: Comparison of the spin-resolved imaginary and real parts of the

trace of the Co adatoms self-energies on the three surfaces Cu, Ag, Au(111). Similarly to
Au(111) surface (shown also in the main Figure 2b), the steps characterizing the imaginary part of the
self-energies are asymmetric. The one generated at negative bias voltage corresponding to the majority-
spin channel is the largest on Ag. This is induced by the large minority-spin local density of states (see
Supplemental Figure 2), which defines the height of the step.
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Zero-bias anomalies: Manipulation of MAE

Noei, Weismann, Berndt, 
Mozara, Lichtenstein,

Montero, Brinker, Guimaraes, Lounis 
(in preparation)
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Conclusions

uZero-bias anomalies of Co adatoms not Kondo features

but gapped spin-excitations (importance of spin-orbit int.) 
+ Spinaron

uStrategies to manipulate spin-excitations gap: magnetic 
field or magnetic anisotropy energy

uCo@Cu-chains reduces magnetic anisotropy energy,
observation of spin-excitation of a non-collinear mag. moment

uUnconventional signature of spin-excitations (adatoms on Nb)
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Collaborations on presented work

u Discussions on zero-bias anomalies:
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Theoretical framework II
Intrinsic spin-excitations

www.judft.de 
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Magnetic fluctuations even without a moment?

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Magnetic fluctuations even without a moment?

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Magnetic fluctuations even without a moment?

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Stoner criterion

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion

Transition to a magnetic state if 'C((*D) > 1

-. = /-0 -. = /EF(1)
1 − 2GH/EF(1)
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Stoner criterion

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion

Transition to a magnetic state if 'C((*D) > 1

But what happens in the dynamical regime?
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Spin-fluctuation modes:
non-magnetic adatoms on Ag(100)

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Spin-fluctuation modes:
non-magnetic adatoms on Ag(100)

20 meV

80 meV
70 meV

700 meV

Can exhibit well-defined peaks

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Physics: Stoner criterion

100 meV

80 meV

200 meV

dashed lines:

Means of extracting Stoner Exchange experimentally

Im / 1 = 5
2

(I(*D)1
(1 − 'GH((*D))I+ 5

2 'GH(I(*D)1
I

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Manipulation with external mag. field

Rh Ni

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Manipulation with external mag. field

Rh

Peaks shift in opposite direction

Ni
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Magnetic transition from a proximity-effect

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion
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Magnetic transition from a proximity-effect

Ni

Azpiroz, dos Santos Dias, Schweflinghaus, Blügel, Lounis, PRL (2017); Editor’s suggestion


